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The thrust of this thesis is to examine the history of the

first year of the Cortes of Cádiz with particular attention being

paid to the role of the Latin American deputies. The Cortes has

a two-fold interest for historians. Its sessions presented the

first opportunity for a Spanish congress to legislate reforms

without heavy-handed royal control. Also, the attendance of Spanish

American deputies for the first time in any Cortes coincided with the

beginnings of the independence movements in America. The demands

of the overseas delegates and the Spaniards' reaction to them should

indicate the prospects of effective reform within the imperial frame¬

work.

"The Ancien Regime in Spain," considers the background of the

The structure and strengths of the empire were great.Cortes.

During the eighteenth century, the Spanish world felt the influence

of the Enlightenment, but the movement did not imply the dissolution

of Spanish America's ties with Spain. The events of the years imme-

diately preceeding the Cortes, both in Spain and Spanish America,

emphasize the innovations of the Spanish Bourbons. Finally, the

events from 1808 to 1810 necessitated the calling of the congress.

The Cortes' debates centered on reforms to guarantee civil

liberties for both Spain and her colonies. Spaniards throughout

the empire were profoundly affected by the progressive mentality of



the eighteenth century. In this thesis, particular emphasis is

placed on the support which the Spanish American deputies gave to civil

liberties inspired by Enlightened thought. In fact, although some

Spanish deputies opposed liberties such as freedom of the press,

no American voted against it.

The debates, also, were concerned with a series of measures

which were designed specifically to benefit America by reforming the

colonial system. Although many innovations which Americans had long

sought were passed, the failure of the equal representation decree

brought about a serious estrangement between Spaniards and colonials.

The crucial issue for the Creoles at Cádiz was therefore political

power.

An examination of the personal relations between Americans and

peninsulars reveals a growing conflict between the two blocs.

Although all groups in the Cortes demonstrated remarkable harmony in

the opening months of the congress, debate on the reforms for America

produced a profound chasm between the peninsular and overseas dele¬

gates. The colonials felt alienated from their Spanish colleagues

and remained unsatisfied with the reforms achieved by the Cortes.

Such a situation indicated that Spanish America could not be con-

Consequently, only force remained as a means of restoringciliated.

imperial unity.
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PREFACE

The Cortes, or Congress, of Cádiz opened in September,

1810 and governed that part of Spain which was unoccupied by

French troops until dissolved in 1814. These few years

were of immense importance for both Spain and Spanish

America. The word "independence" is sufficient to il-

lústrate the point for the latter.

independent America-*- had almost as many ramifications

in Spain as it had in the colonies,

looked on the Cortes of Cadiz as an opportunity to limit

The Spanish Americans, who were

The drive for an

Furthermore, Spaniards

Bourbon absolutism.

represented in a congress for the first time, may have

seen the Cortes as either an opportunity for them to reno-

vate a moribund colonial system or to destroy it.

This thesis will concentrate on the activities of

the Spanish Americans in the first year of the Cortes and

will also deal with Spanish reactions to their activities.

Attention will be given to the reforms desired by the

American deputies and to the reaction of the Spanish

majority to their demands.

Spaniards and Americans will be studied,

will conclude with the opening of formal debate on the

Personal relations between

The thesis

provisions of the Constitution in August of 1812.

-*-In this thesis, the terms "America" and "Ameri-
cans" refer to Spanish America and Spanish Americans.



CHAPTER I

THE ANCIEN REGIME IN SPAIN

Until 1810, the king of Spain ruled his nation and

her overseas provinces with the help of the royal bureau-

cracy and the national Catholic Church. Since the uni-

fication of the country by Ferdinand and Isabel, no insti-

tution such as the Cortes, or group such as the nobles,

seriously restrained the royal will. This was especially

true in Central Spain (Castile). In such outlying

kingdoms as Aragon and Navarre regional fueros or charters

circumscribed some royal powers.

who came to power at the beginning of the eighteenth

The Spanish Bourbons,

century, partially succeeded in centralizing these dis-

parate political units. Spain and the empire were in

reality unified only in acknowledging a common king and a

Each peninsular "kingdom" had its separatecommon church.

• laws and Cortes while Spanish America was considered

several distinct "kingdoms" and had particular laws

although no congress.

Royal power was unchecked in the American colonies.

Most matters dealing with them were handled by the

Council of the Indies located in Madrid. Its orders were

implemented by the viceroy, the highest royal official

in America. The highest judicial body overseas was the

audiencia which often carried out administrative functions.
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In Guatemala, for instance, the audiencia was practically

independent of the viceroy in Mexico City, its superior.

The viceroyalties and "kingdoms" of America were sub-

divided into provinces governed by gobernadores, cor-

regidores, and alcaldes mayores. Alcaldes ordinarios

controlled small areas, usually from a central town.

The cabildo or town council generally elected the alcalde

ordinario, the only elected official in the colonial

administration. Membership of the cabildo was appointive

or could be bought.^ The Bourbons introduced another

important office. At various times during the late

eighteenth century, they appointed intendents who were

ordered to concentrate on fiscal affairs.^ Their depu-

ties, the subdelegados, replaced the corregidores and

and alcaldes mayores in the control of provincial affairs.^
Despite the multitude of offices, Creoles and other

Americans generally filled only the lowest positions

in the colonial administration. The only organ of

government that the Creoles regularly occupied was the

^Charles H. Haring, The Spanish Empire in America
(London, 1947), 77, hereinafter cited as Haring, Spanish
Empire.

^Haring, Spanish Empire, 175.
O

John Lynch, Spanish Colonial Administration 1782-
1810 (London, 1958), 90, hereinafter cited as Lynch,
Administration.

^Lynch, Administration, 53.
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Occasionally, they viere appointed to other offices

only when peninsulars could not be found.^
The central government exercised almost as much econ-

cabildo.

omic as political power. Spain and the overseas empire

operated under a mercantile system closely regulated

A few ports in Spain, Seville and Cadiz,from Madrid.

and in Spanish America, Vera Cruz, Mexico, Nombre de

Dios, Panama, and Cartagena, Colombia, held a virtual

commercial monopoly even though smuggling often frus-

trated the royal will.

tación enforced trade regulations, and in each vice-

In Spain, the Casa de Contra-

royalty of America, the king chartered a consulado

or merchant guild which supervised commercial trans-

In particular, the consulados fixed prices

and restricted supplies for the benefit of their members.^

actions.

The consulados were controlled by peninsulars allied to

the merchants of Seville and Cadiz.'

The monarchy also controlled the American economy

by operating monopolies of goods vital to Spaniards of

the Old World and the New, benefiting, for instance,

It furtherfrom the sale of tobacco and gunpowder.

^Lynch, Administration, 79.
Lillian E. Fischer, The Background of the Révolu-

tion for Mexican Independence (Boston, 1934), 94, herein-
after cited as Fischer, Background.

^Ralph L. Woodward, Class Privilege and Economic
Development (Chapel Hill, 1966), 20.
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8regulated both the mining and sale of quicksilver.

Moreover, the government even dictated the types of crops

which could be grown in various parts of the monarchy.

For example, the cultivation of grapes in America was

proscribed since they would compete with the produce

of southern Spain. Mercantile control of the economy

produced significant income for Madrid. The government

monopolies, furthermore, fixed prices at an artificially

high level, and profits went to the king,

that Americans did not circumvent such devices, a viceroy,

To insure

loyal only to the crown, oversaw local administration.

Madrid often excluded Americans from high office pre-

cisely because it felt that their political loyalties

might be mixed. Obviously, many influential Creoles

would have preferred a system which admitted them to

high office.9

Despite their formidable aspects, the economic

and political regulations were frequently ignored.-*-0
The king did not effectively control all local govern-

ment as his decrees were often ignored in far-off America.

8
Fischer, Background, 92.
9r. A. Humphreys and John Lynch, The Origins

of the Latin American Revolutions (New York, 1966), 23.

■^Dorothy B. Goebel, "British Trade to the
Spanish Colonies 1796-1823," American Historical Review,
XLIII (January, 1938), 288-320.
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Royal commands became even weaker after the sixteenth

century when powerful foreign navies often interrupted

the convoyed fleets sailing from Spain to America. In

the end, the king had to rely on appointed officials

who, he hoped, would carry out his orders, but once in

America these officials frequently deferred to the desires

of the rich and powerful Creoles. Therefore, the system

made smuggling rampant.

The Spanish colonial system itself was not entirely

static and reform had been attempted, particularly under

Spain's most "enlightened" king, Charles III (1759-1788).

He, like his French cousins to the north, carried out

far-reaching political and economic reforms "from above."

Charles replaced the old and now ineffective councils (con-

sejos) of government with ministries, and although he

did not abolish it, the mercantile system was liberalized.

He removed, for example, many trade restrictions and

reformed burdensome custom duties, and free trade between

various parts of the monarchy was gradually extended to

the entire empire,

between Spain and America and smuggling even declined.12

11 As a result, trade began to flourish

•^Haring, Spanish Empire, 340-341.
l^Richard Herr, The Eighteenth-Century Révolu-

tion in Spain (Princeton, 1958), 146-147, hereinafter
cited as Herr, Revolution.
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The reforms of Charles and other eighteenth century

kings of Spain were prompted in large measure by the

intellectual currents of the Enlightenment. Many well-

educated Spaniards read the French philosophes and fre¬

quently discussed the theories of Adam Smith. Throughout

the century, more and more enlightened works came into

the peninsula, where they met little opposition. Several

Bourbon kings became patrons of university reform and public

Spain produced several first-rank minds such asworks.

Gaspar de Jovellanos, who became an influential minister

in the court of Charles III. Occasionally, the Spanish

Inquisition reacted to the threat of anti-Catholic

philosophe propaganda, but it had little to fear. The

nation continued to believe in the foundations of Spanish

unity, the monarchy and Roman Catholicism.

The Enlightenment, however, was not entirely without

danger to traditional Spain. The popularity of historical

studies increased, and many scholars searched for the

"natural laws" by which the nation should be governed.

This effort posed little problem while Charles III favored

reform and fostered the nation's advancement. ^ater,

however, the less popular Charles IV was criticized by

enlightened thinkers who used strong traditions of par-

liamentary government to attack him. In addition,

■'"^Herr, Revolution, 231.

r
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precedents for popular local government were found in the

cabildo. This institution had been widely employed

in both Spain and America during the late Middle Ages,

but its popular character had been suppressed by Philip II

(1556-1598),14

Enlightened ideas also affected the national Church.

Long-standing conflicts of interest between the regular

orders of the Church continued, often becoming more

heated due to new enlightened philosophies,

advocated complete papal control of the Church in Spain,

The Jesuits

and their influence was so greatly feared that in 1767

Charles III expelled them from his dominions. On the other

hand, the native Spanish separatist tradition in the

Church flowered into hispanismo. It saw the Spanish

Church as the direct successor to St. James, holding

that the power of the Pope should be strictly limited.

Particularly, it maintained that only the local hierarchy

should appoint and dismiss members of the Spanish clergy.

Regalismo, a movement in support of executive royal

power, grew stronger during the period. Since the

Concordat of 1512, the king had exercised the Pope's

financial and patronage power in America and this same

royal power was extended to Spain in 1753.1-* Moreover,

-*-4Haring, Spanish Empire, 164.
■^William E. Shiels, King and Church:

and fail of the Patronato Real (Chicago, 1961), 7.
the rise
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filosofismo became an important force during the eighteenth

It advocated the implementation of enlightenedcentury.

theories within the Church. Filosofismo specifically

favored popular sovereignty. Both of these last movements

became important during the Spanish War of Independence

against Napoleon because they influenced many of the

clerical members of the Cortes of Cadiz.16 Enlightened

thought affected Spanish America as well. Colonial ad-

ministration was invigorated by reform in and from Madrid

as many Americans read Rousseau and other philosophes.17

Progressive policies and reforms reached their

zenith during the reign of Charles III, but they quickly

descended to their nadir when his son Charles IV (1788-

1808) became king. Apparently well-intentioned, he proved

to be both weak-willed and slothful.18 The central govern-

ment lapsed into a lethargy unknown since the arrival of

the Bourbons in Spain. Charles reinstated the old con-

ciliar system in place of his father's ministries,

while, the prestige of the monarchy was undermined by the

royal favorite, Manuel Godoy, who, many Spaniards believed,

Godoy eventually became the king's

Mean-

was the queen's lover.

l^Pio zabala y Lera, España bajo los Borbones
(Barcelona, 1955), 332.

1^Victor Andres Belaunde, Bolivar and the Politi-
cal Thought of the Spanish American Revolution (New York,
1967), 24-33.

•*-%err, Revolution, 269.
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chief minister and confidant of both the king and queen.

Charles astounded most Spaniards by titling him "Prince

of Peace" for his successful efforts in terminating war

with France in 1795.

Despite attempts at winning the support of Spain's

enlightened thinkers, Godoy gradually alienated the whole

nation. As many felt that irresponsible absolutism

dominated Madrid, discontent boiled under the surface of

For instance, his foreign policy was a disaster.

After making peace in 1795, he guided the country into a

calm.

strong alliance with its former enemy, France. Godoy

then declared war on England, a war which had calamitous

consequences on Spain's control over her colonies. British

maritime supremacy effectively cut America from Spain,

encouraged independent politics, and forced Spanish America

to rely upon smuggled British goods. The war and the

resulting resurgence of smuggling proved ruinous for

Spain's merchant marine and navy, which had just recovered

from decades of stagnation. Nevertheless, the Franco-

Spanish alliance remained strong, and Godoy and Charles IV

even allowed French troops to pass across Spanish soil to

attack Portugal in 1807.

Discontent became open at the arrival of French

It focused on Ferdinand, the heirtroops in Spain,

apparent, who conspired to force the abdication of his

father. On the night of 17 March 1808, a riot was
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instigated near the palace, and Charles was forced to

dismiss the hated Godoy. Two nights later, another crowd

forced the abdication of the king. As a result, the

prince now assumed the title of King Ferdinand VII.

The importance of this change of regime is two-

First, the new king differed greatly in character

from his father. He would not permit another capricious

favorite to rule, much to the relief of the country.

This more energetic and abler king helped shape many of

the events in Spain and Spanish America until his death

fold.

in 1833.

Secondly, the manner of Charles' abdication was

important. For the first time in modern Spanish history,

a ruler had fled his throne due to popular pressure.

Until the end of the war against Napoleon in 1814, the

crowd played a significant political role in Spain.^
It was, for example., vital in the initial stages of re¬

sistance against the French invader, as it was the common

The Cortes of Cadizman who initiated the resistance.

further reinforced the people’s right to decide the

future of the nation by declaring in 1810 that the

■^Although the French Revolution evidenced similar
mob action, it was doubtful that Charles' fall was due to
the influence of its example. The Spanish people probably
knew little of the revolts in France. Perhaps, though,
the events of 1808 in Spain were more acceptable to
better-educated Spaniards because of the Revolution.
Its influence had been seen already, for example, in
the anti-Church policies of Godoy. (Herr, Revolution, 401.)
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national sovereignty no longer resided in the person of

the king, but in the people and their representative, the

Democratic pressures began with the accessionCortes.

of Ferdinand and continued with vigor subsiding only

with the return of the reactionary Ferdinand VII in 1814.^0
Following the accession of Ferdinand, Spanish rela-

tions with Napoleon became increasingly tense,

regretted his abdication, and the French emperor probably

Charles

favored the more docile father. Finally he "invited"

both Charles and Ferdinand to France, and they journeyed

to Bayonne where Napoleon met them. The emperor had

decided to assure his control of Spain by making his

brother king. He forced both Charles and Ferdinand to

abdicate and imprisoned them. On 5 May 1808, Joseph

Bonaparte became king of Spain.

Before the imprisonment of their legitimate ruler

had been announced to the nation, the Spanish people had

become restless at the presence of the French troops.

The crowd suspected Napoleon's intentions toward the king.

Therefore, on 2 May, when the French attempted to lure

more of the royal family to Bayonne, Madrid rose in revolt.

When Joseph arrived as king the situation worsened, when

the city simply refused to accept him.

and Joseph hastily withdrew toward the North.

The revolt spread,

This

^Raymond Carr, Spain 1808-1939 (Oxford, 19 66) ,

84, hereinafter cited as Carr, Spain.
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unnecessary retreat showed Joseph to be a weak ruler.21
As he fled, Joseph took the legitimate Spanish

government with him. Ferdinand had left a Council of

Government to rule in his absence, and this Council had

accepted Joseph. Many high nobles and bureaucrats

remained loyal to Joseph throughout the war and finally

went into exile with him in 1814.

Napoleon sent an army to subdue the peninsula. It

restored Madrid to Joseph's control, but as more French

troops arrived, popular resistance grew. The rural

peasant had also refused to accept French occupation, and

soon after the fighting had started, local noblemen

often joined the movement and assumed leadership of it.

During the summer of 1808, many local juntas were formed

to coordinate the resistance. A Central Junta was formed

in September which would direct the regular army, though

the military performed unevenly throughout the war. One

important instance of success came quite early when the

army won a major victory near the Andalusian town of

This battle had particular importance, since

it convinced many English leaders that aid to the Spanish

It lead to the peninsular campaigns

The triumph, along with the impressive

Bailen.

would be worthwhile.

of Wellington.

^Owen Connelly, Napoleon's Satellite Kingdoms
(New York, 1965), 228, hereinafter cited as Connelly,
Kingdoms.
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defense of Zaragoza, forced Joseph to flee the Spanish capital

again.

Unfortunately for Spain, the French scored victories else-

where in Europe. In October, 1808, Napoleon and Alexander I of

Russia met at Erfurt where the French recognized Russian interests

in the Balkans, and Alexander accepted Joseph as king of Spain.

Consequently, Napoleon had peace in the rest of Europe and could

concentrate his efforts on Spain. Toward the end of the year,

he personally led 150,000 men into Spain and gained victory after

The regular Spanish Army retreated hastily to the south,victory.

and only guerrilla bands of peasants continued to resist the

French in North and Central Spain. The English under Sir John

Moore evacuated the peninsula and did not return until Sir Arthur

Wellesley landed at Lisbon in April, 1809.

The Spanish loyalist government, the Central Junta, retreated

southward with its defeated army. Although Napoleon himself was

forced to return to France when war with Austria again threatened,

his troops succeeded in entering Seville on 17 December 1809. Zara-

goza fell to the French after another fierce seige, and the Junta

soon retired to the city of Cadiz, on the southern coast of Spain.

The city, located on a peninsula, was easily defended. The Spanish,

with the help of British troops and a British fleet, finally halted

Meanwhile,the enemy there, and the French began siege operations.

the French found their control of rural Spain increasingly insecure.

More guerrilla bands emerged and enjoyed great popular support.

Eventually, the French controlled only those areas which their troops
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actually occupied.

For their part, the French sought to win Spanish loyalty

with a series of reforms in the tradition of their recent revolution.

Upon the abdication of Ferdinand, Napoleon himself declared to

Spain:

Your monarchy is old; my mission is to renovate it.
I shall improve your institutions and you will enjoy,
if you help me, the benefits of a reform without
experiencing vexation, disorders or convulsions.^

Clearly, Napoleon showed more than idealism in this instance. A

nation reformed along the French model would probably accept French

leadership in other affairs.

Spaniards desired,

To affect the reforms which he and many

Napoleon summoned a Cortes to meet in Bayonne.

Some one hundred and fifty Spaniards met there, two-thirds of
0 /

whom had been selected by the French. The Cortes promulgated a

Constitution in 1808 which lent legitimacy to Joseph's reign by

accepting him as king. Further, the Constitution of Bayonne

proclaimed the political equality of Spanish America and the

Philippines with the mother country. It declared the partial aboli-

tion of the mercantile system, giving the colonies freedom to grow

All ports could trade freelyany crop and manufacture any article.

It even conceded some governmental power to thewith any nation.

25 Later, when Napoleon was in Spain, he abolished feudalCreoles.

2^Cited in Pedro Gomez Aparicio, Historia del Periodismo
Español (Madrid, 1967), 27.

^Gabriel h. Lovett, Napoleon and the Birth of Modern Spain,
I (New York, 1965), 300, hereinafter cited as Lovett, Modern Spain.

^Lovett, Modern Spain, I, 124.
^Lovett, Modern Spain, I, 124.
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rights and the Inquisition. He also reduced religious communities

by two-thirds.^6 In addition to this, Joseph instituted other re-

forms, abolishing the old political divisions of the nation and

creating in their place thirty-five departments along with a Guarda

Cívica to police them. Finally, he proclaimed the confiscation

of many Church lands.^

Despite these impressive-sounding decrees, Joseph’s government

actually accomplished very little. The new king, although aspiring

to greatness, was irresolute. He was not accepted by most Spaniards,

and indeed, the Constitution of Bayonne itself was never put into

Joseph's government often retreated to expedients when hard-effect.

pressed by the loyalists. Neither did Joseph have control over the

French generals and armies in Spain.

? Q
Aragon, and Thiobault was virtual dictator of Valladolid. °

General Suchet controlled

These

generals became virtual viceroys who overtaxed the Spanish people

under their control, and often their armies looted what was not

taken by the tax collector. As a result, many Spaniards were forced

into opposing the French.

While more and more peninsulars came to support the loyalists,

Spanish Americans never wavered in their support of the Bourbon

Despite the French concessions to the colonies, Americacause.

Joseph tried to send emissariesremained loyal to the Central Junta.

The events in Spain in 1808 didto America, but they were arrested.

^Lovett, Modern Spain, I, 311.
“^Lovett, Modern Spain, II, 496.
^Connelly, Kingdoms, 240.
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have repercussions in the colonies, though. In their fear of French

subversion, the overseas provinces removed several appointees of

Godoy. In Chile, for example, the audiencia deposed Governor Carrasco

and appointed a Creole in his place.^9 In Mexico, Viceroy Iturrigaray

was deposed by a group of peninsulars who then suppressed both

the Viceroy's supporters and Creoles looking toward Mexican
qh

autonomy.

The colonies sent large amounts of money in support of the

loyalists, but in 1810 a crisis of confidence shook the empire.

The loss of all of Spain but the city of Cadiz to the French shocked

the colonies. Most Americans felt that loyalist Spain had been

defeated and could not recover. All parts of America had recognized

the Central Junta in 1808, but now Buenos Aires, Caracas, Bogota,

Santiago (Chile), and Quito declared themselves independent of

the new peninsular government, the Regency. Nevertheless, they

pledged undying loyalty for King Ferdinand.

Some colonials were moving in the direction of independence,

but the movement had not crystallized. Francisco de Miranda agitated

in London for British help in freeing America from Spanish domina-

tion, but Britain's recent alliance with Spain undercut his efforts.

Subversion of Spanish authority and movement toward independence

29
Simon Collier, Ideas and Politics of Chilean Independence

1808-1833 (London, 1967), 47, hereinafter cited as Collier,
Chilean Independence.

*^Hugh M. Hamill, The Hidalgo Revolt (Gainesville, Florida,
1966), 12.

o
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had actually made little progress in 1810.^
A year later, however, the revolts had begun in earnest.

Since 1808, when Napoleon invaded Spain, Caracas and Bogatá had

followed an independent course. All ties had been broken with

the peninsular government upon the fall of Seville, and a junta

in Caracas declared itself independent in July 1811. Buenos Aires

broke her ties with the Regency in May, 1810 and soon forgot

all loyalty to Ferdinand. Rebel forces from that city attempted

to conquer Bolivia and Paraguay and, although they were defeated,

the Paraguayans overthrew their royal governor and declared inde-

pendence in August, 1811. Mexico had had the most serious disorders

of all. Although peninsulars had retained control of the govern-

ment after the overthrow of the Bonapartist Viceroy Iturrigaray,

an Indian revolution led by Father Miguel Hidalgo broke out in

September, 1810. It was crushed the following January.

Amidst these difficulties, the Central Junta began the

steps which led to the calling of the Cortes of Cadiz. From its

inception, the Junta's members felt that a Cortes should be

called to legitimize the loyalist cause. Their quest for legality

rested on the unspoken acceptance of two enlightened theories of

statecraft: popular sovereignty and the contract theory. If one

felt that Ferdinand had been an absolute monarch, his abdication

in favor of Joseph, forced or not, had to be accepted in Spain.

The Central Junta reasoned that despite the king's action, the

31
Collier, Chilean Independence, 81.
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people had given permission neither for the king to abdicate nor

for a new one to assume power.. Consequently, a Cortes, repre-

seating the people, had to meet to sanction the government. The Junta

realized that their resistance to Joseph would be legally and morally

strengthened if a Cortes authorized war against the usurper. In

addition to this desire to resist Joseph, many Spaniards also wished

a written constitution to reform the nation's political institutions,

thereby protecting Spain from another irresponsible absolutist

government such as had existed under Charles IV and Godoy. Therefore,

on 22 May 1809, the Central Junta declared that it would call a

Cortes.32

Another important influence of the Central Junta on the

Cortes of Cadiz was the former's declaration of political equality

of Spanish America with Spain. The Junta may have been prompted

to action because such equality had been granted in the French-

sponsored Constitution of Bayonne. Also, since the Central Junta

received large shipments of monies from America to support the

war effort, the declaration may have been an expression either

of gratitude or of desire to see the support continue. Since the

war was fought on the basis of popular sovereignty, however, there

is no reason to believe that the declaration did not represent

the sincere belief of the Junta in the ideals of equality. At any

rate, the Central Junta declared:

Considering that the vast and precious dominions owned
by Spain in the Indies are not properly colonies or

“^Lovett, Modern Spain, I, 342.
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factories such as those of other nations, but an
essential and integral part of the Spanish monarchy,
and wishing to tighten in an indissoluble manner
the sacred bonds which unite both realms, and to
show its appreciation for the heroic loyalty and
patriotism of which they have just given such
decisive proof to Spain in the most critical
situation any nation has had to face until now,
His Majesty (the Junta) has deemed it necessary
to declare...that the kingdoms, provinces and
islands formed by these dominions, must be repre-
sented at once before His Royal Person and enter
into the composition of the Central Junta through
respective deputies.^3

The Junta went on to decree that New Spain (Mexico), Peru, New

Granada (Colombia), Buenos Aires, Cuba, Puerto Rico, Guatemala,

Chile, Venezuela, and the Philippines were to send one deputy each

to the Junta. The effect of the declaration was that from 1809

onward, each Spanish government was morally forced to include over¬

seas representation. Further, the declaration became a point of

contention when the Americans, even though they had been declared

equal, did not receive the same system of representation in the

Cortes of Cádiz as the peninsulars enjoyed. The declaration also

proved a precursor to independence. Since America was now equal

to Spain, Americans had as much right as Spaniards to form juntas

to rule themselves during the absence of their rightful king.

The problem of American representation in the Cortes came to

the fore after the dissolution of the Central Junta. With the

fall of Seville, the Junta was too discredited to continue. It

appointed a Regency of five men to assume the executive power of

33
Cited in Conde de Tereno, Historia del levantamiento, guerra

y revolución de España (Madrid, 1957), 174-175.
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the monarchy in January, 1810. Pedro de Quevedo y Quintana, Bishop

of Orense, was chairman, while Javier de Castaños, a general,

Francisco de Saavedra, a bureaucrat, Antonio de Encano, a naval

officer, and Miguel de Lardízabal y Uribe, a Mexican scholar, were

the other members.^

Because of its conservative philosophythe Regency resisted

the summoning of the Cortes. It may have feared reformist repre-

sentation, but it also appears that the Regency believed in the

absolute power of the king's government. Nonetheless, a general

demand for the Cortes eventually forced it to call the congress.

The problem which was to disturb the goodwill between Spain

and Spanish America for the next years then appeared. As noted,

the Central Junta had declared the political equality of America

and Spain and the Regency had also issued a similar declaration

on 1 January 1810. Legally then, America and Spain should have

had the same basis of representation. This parity would have meant,

however, that America would have had more deputies in the Cortes

since its population numbered fifteen million while Spain contained

only ten million inhabitants. The Regency, therefore, proclaimed

■^Rafael María de Labra y Cadrana, America y la Constitución
Española de 1812 (Madrid, 1914), 42, hereinafter cited as Labra y
Cadrana, América.

OC

There is some doubt about the political position of the
Regency, but it is generally believed that it held conservative
views. This is the belief of the contemporary Agustín Arguelles
in his Cortes de Cádiz Examen histérico de la reforma constitu-
cional (^Madrid, 1865), I, 246. Also, the Bishop of Orense stood
trial later for refusing to swear loyalty to the Cortes as a body
possessing the national sovereignty.
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two systems of representation. On the peninsula, one deputy repre-

sented fifty-thousand people and, in addition, one representative

from each local junta came to Cadiz. In Spanish America, one

deputy represented each major political subdivision such as a

viceregency. Later, more representatives were summoned, one from

36 but the number still dideach of the principal cities of America,

not adequately reflect population.37
Planning for the opening of the Cortes presented several

problems. It was to open its sessions as soon as a sizeable number

of delegates had arrived. It would take a considerable time before

elections could be held. Moreover, the French controlled much of

Spain, and elections there would be impossible. The Regency,

therefore, decided that if an election were impossible or if a

deputy could not arrive for some time, a substitute would take his

place. The Regency had originally planned to appoint these sub-

stitute deputies. Under public pressure, however, it permitted

citizens of the unrepresented area who were in Cadiz to elect one

of their number.38

As plans for the Cortes progressed, several very distinctive

For the first time, the motherland andfeatures began to emerge.

36lhe cabildo met in each city to be represented in the
Cortes and named three candidates. The deputy was then selected
by lot.

-3^Labra y Cadrana, America,
OO

C. W. Crawley, "French and English Influences in the
Cortes of Cádiz, 1810-1814" Cambridge Historical Journal, VI
(1939), 183, hereinafter cited as Crawley, "French and English
Influences."

50.
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the overseas provinces were to be represented in a single assembly.

In the past, there had never been a representative institution for

There had been separate congresses for each "kingdom" inAmerica.

Spain, but never one for Spain as a whole. Furthermore, this

was the first time that all the estates met as one body instead

of the nobles and clergy each forming separate estates. The

Regency apparently adopted this unicameral form in the hope that

the nobles as the "natural leaders" of the nation would be elected

and could control the body.39
In addition to the institutional novelty of the Cortes

meeting as a single assembly and including the whole empire in

one legislature, the underlying doctrine of its meeting was

radical for the time. The king had not summoned the Cortes, and

the Regency that had summoned it was not the legal successor to

Ferdinand's government. The Regency, in fact, had been created

by the Central Junta, a body which possessed no traditional legal

basis. In fact, no part of the loyalist government technically

possessed true legality. Therefore, the Cortes had to adopt

popular sovereignty as the basis of its authority. Since the

Cortes represented the will of the people, it met as the preeminent

body from which all other parts of the loyalist government had to

As a result, the Regency could not beobtain their validity.

Rather, until Ferdinand returned,an equal branch of government.

the executive could merely be an appointive body, subservient to

"^Crawley, "French and English Influences," 183.
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the Cortes.^®

With such tremendous implications for the political structure

of the monarchy, the deputies began to arrive in Cádiz during the

summer of 1810. Their attention quickly turned to the pressing

issues of the day.

40
Carr, Spain, 92.



CHAPTER II

THE CORTES AND CIVIL LIBERTIES

Civil liberties continuously occupied a central position in

the concerns of the deputies who attended the Cortes of Cadiz. A

recurrent theme in the debates was the determination not to return

to the days of the despotic Godoy; the deputies felt that consti¬

tutional safeguards had to be provided. Americans expressed a

further anxie ty. They were troubled by the second-class status of

the colonies in relation to the metropolis and sought legislative

guarantee of equal citizen rights for Americans. Consequently, two

concurrent themes, one affording liberty to the entire monarchy

and the other assuring Americans of equal rights, appeared in the

Cortes debates which related to civil liberties. The last emerged

first.

A commission of American deputies declared on 25 September

1810 that in order to win the allegiance of America, the Cortes

should immediately address itself to the question of a more just

system of government, one which would guarantee equal rights to

Americans. José Mejia, an American leader from Peru, suggested an

immediate secret session, apparently expecting quick approval.

Many Spaniards replied that the proposal needed much study and

The resolution was, therefore,that details had to be worked out.

shelved for the moment.^

^Diario de las discusiones y actas de las Cortes, I, 9,
hereinafter cited as Diario.
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A vigorous debate began on the subject in secret session on

9 October. The reformers envisioned making the Americas true

equals with the mother country by a declaration of equality. In

the past, they declared, both the Regency and the Central Junta

had granted such declarations. Joaquin Tenreiro of Spain objected

to the precipitous action which the Americans sought, fearing that

the reforms were against the better interests of Spain. His

countryman, the writer Antonio Capmany, thought otherwise and pre-

sented a petition requesting that the issue be shelved until the

proprietary American deputies had arrived. He may have been speaking

for more conservative Spaniards who wished time to consider the

Then still another commission of American deputies spoke.issue.

They felt that since the Central Junta had declared America an

integral part of the monarchy and had promised just representation

in the Cortes, the congress should reaffirm these promises. If it

did not, it would risk the alienation of Americans. Many European

deputies appeared to be in sympathy with the cause, or at least

stated as much. A considerable number, however, likewise felt that

with the war drawing so close to Cadiz, the Cortes should discuss

the situation in Spain before anything else. Various deputies were

also reluctant to grant representation to the colored castes of

A Spanish diplomat, Evaristo Perez de Castro, presented aAmerica.

conciliatory decree which declared the political equality of America,

The rest of the session saw Americansbut the debate continued.

insisting on the necessity of passing the declaration and Spaniards

Agustín Arguelles, for instance, felt that the decisionhesitating.
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should be postponed. The Cortes finally voted on the issue several

Ramon Power, the only proprietary American deputy,days later.

presented a draft resolution which was approved without debate. The

resolution declared the empire to be "one Monarchy and family" and

vowed that the Cortes would treat "the good of America," including

equal representation upon America's recognition of the peninsular

Finally, the resolution declared an amnesty of thegovernment.

2
American rebels.

This first issue about civil liberties was significant because

it concerned the relationship between the mother country and her

colonies. Even though declarations of equality had been issued by

the Central Junta and the Regency, the peninsular delegates at

Cadiz hesitated in passing a similar resolution. This reticence

apparently surprised the Americans. The Spanish attitude may have

been hostility to American demands, but it was more likely simple

prudence and a desire to look closely into the issue. Nonetheless,

the debate clearly indicated that the colonials felt themselves to

be a distinct bloc from the Europeans.

Soon after the end of the debate on American equality, another

important civil liberty, one that concerned the entire empire, was

discussed. For progressive theoreticians, freedom of the press

symbolized a safeguard for the individual against despotic govern-

The deputies at Cádiz had only to think of the recent tenurement.

^Actas de las sesiones secretas de las Cortes generales
extraordinarias de la Nación Española (Madrid, 1874), 14-19, here-
inafter cited as Sesiones secretas.
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of Godoy to realize its import. The issue enjoyed wide support in

America, at least among liberals.

of the Diario de Mexico, an article entitled "What the Spanish Nation

3It called for a free press,

a Declaration of Rights passed by the Supreme Congress of Venezuela^
included the right of unrestricted publication.^

The debate of the proposed freedom of the press decree began

in public on 14 October 1810.

In the 11 November 1810 issue

Wants" appeared. On 27 November 1811,

The deputies first argued whether

it was the correct time to decide the issue. Some delegates

felt that the question should be decided when the entire constitution

was considered. Other deputies, represented by Joaquin Tenreyro

Montenegro of Spain, suggested that the Cortes wait until the arrival

g
of several proprietary deputies who were expected soon,

proposal may have been a delaying tactic so that more conservative

This

delegates from outside Cadiz could arrive. The Peruvian, José

Mejia, countered that the Cortes should press ahead with the debate

on the issue.

The deputies decided to continue the discussion at once. A

substitute delegate from Asturias, Spain and one of the principal

leaders of the liberal Spanish faction, led off the debate.

Agustín Arguelles spoke in favor of a decree guaranteeing press

■^Diario de México (Mexico City, Mexico), 11 November 1810.
4
The Congress declared Venezuela independent the same day.
^British and Foreign State Papers 1812-1814, I, Part 2

(London, 1841), 1105.

^Diario, I, 43.
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freedom, observing that many evils in Spain's past were due to press

Another Spaniard, the lawyer Ramon Lázaro de Dou,censorship.

thought that press freedom would produce serious disorders. The

Spanish priest, Juan Gallego, and the Peruvian lawyer, Vicente

The latter favored the law for "political,Morales Duarez, disagreed.

1.7legal, and historic reasons. In this instance, Americans and

Europeans cooperated in support of the proposal. Joaquin Leiva

of Chile gave a short speech in favor of the proposal. The details

of his discourse were not reported in the minutes. The peninsular

priest, Jayme Creus, then proposed that there be press freedom,

but that there should also be prior censorship in order to correct

The influential Diego Muñoz Torrero, former rector of

the University of Salamanca, dissented, saying that Creus' proposal

errors.

might well interfere with the people's right to examine the conduct

of the government. He felt that freedom of the press had to provide

a bulwark against despotism and that Godoy could not have exercised

his capricious will if the press had been free.

Most deputies, European and American, seemed to believe that

press freedom should be enacted. The argument now focused on

whether there should be prior censorship or whether a printer should

The debate tendedbe responsible afterwards for any libelous article.

in favor of the latter position. Mejia, with no apparent support

from other deputies, spoke in favor of absolute and total press

He shouted emotionally that "slavery is no more than thefreedom.

^Diario, I, 45.
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dependence of one man on the arbitrariness of another . . . those

who favor censorship wish authors to be the slaves of the slaves

Soon thereafter, discussion ended and the

deputies approved the abolition of all previous censorship, 78-32.^

"8of those who command.

The dispute on freedom of the press indicated two important

tendencies of the Cortes. The issue produced the first important

disagreement between more conservative deputies who were labeled

by contemporaries Serviles, and the more liberal ones, the Liberales.

It also showed that, even though a rift between Americans and

peninsulars appeared in the debate on the declaration of American

equality, the overseas deputies now joined the liberals in passing

a liberal reform affecting the entire monarchy. Not one American

voted against the free press decree.

Further specifics on the free press law were resolved later.

The Cortes, for example, explicitly exempted political ideas from

prior censorship and the job of censor was abolished. The Cortes

further decided that subversion of the public law and the writing

of libelous or licentious articles should be punishable. The

Cortes next determined that violations of the press laws were to

be tried in the court which had jurisdiction over the violator

(fuero particular).^0 An army officer, for instance, would be

tried in army courts.

^Diario de Mexico (Mexico City, Mexico), 2 March 1811.
^For the debate on the freedom of the press decree, see

Diario, I, 43-50.

^Diario, I, 50-51.
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Although general agreement was found among the more liberal depu¬

ties for freedom in the publication of political ideas, there was

not a consensus of opinion concerning the extent to which freedom

in the publication of religious ideas should be permitted. Fervid

Catholicism had long been associated with Spaniards, and ideas of

tolerance had not penetrated Spain or her colonies. The deputy who

opened debate on the subject observed that, according to the

Council of Trent, 1545-63, printed religious ideas should be judged

by ordinary ecclesiastics prior to their printing. The radical,

José Mejia of Peru, maintained that religious ideas should be ex¬

pressed freely, but Diego Muñoz Torrero of Spain and others fervently

dissented. There was no indication that other Americans supported

Mejia since none spoke at all. Their silence and the final vote

indicated that they were no more liberal on this issue than their

Juan Gallego observed that the nation would inter-European cousins.

prêt such a law as being anti-religious, a serious charge in Spain.

The Cortes finally approved prior censorship for religious writing

voting to have ordinary clergy judge any such literature.^
•• MR

Although many deputies probably felt that they had settled

the issue of freedom of the press, cases involving it continued to

An example occurred in June, 1811.appear in the Cortes debates. The

Regency had asked for the power to suppress the printing of dangerous

José Guridi y Alcocer of Mexicomaterial in case of an emergency.

^Diario, I, 52.
•^Diario t I} 72.
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felt that all cases should be decided under the law already passed

and denounced the proposal as effectively negating the press law.

José Martinez, a government functionary from Spain, argued that the

Regency should have the power to suppress articles when there existed

danger to the community. Manuel Luxan, a Spanish priest, thought

otherwise. He stated that the executive branch already had too much

José Mejia ofpower and that the law should be obeyed as written.

Peru concurred, as did Agustín Arguelles of Spain. The latter

added that the government had all the power it needed,

finally decided not to grant the emergency power to the Regency.-*-3

It was

Once again, the American representatives joined the peninsular

liberals to provide greater freedom for the peninsula and the over-

seas empire.

Several specific cases involving the free press also reached

the congress for consideration. The most spectacular was debated on

28 January when a number of conservative deputies complained about

the blatant irreligión of a Cádiz newspaper, the Triple Alianza. An

unusual number of Spanish American deputies took part in the dis-

cussion and most felt that the newspaper had gone too far. They

stated, however, that the question should be taken to the correct

tribunal and that the Cortes should be tolerant of divergent

opinion.^ The deputies were trying to make the press law effective

by insisting on the regular procedure. Interestingly, they were

13Piario, II, 1320-1332.

"^Diario, I, 131.
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indicating more lenient views of heterodox opinion than before.-*-®
Jose Mejia took the most radical position of all, declaring that

"whoever the author, f~of the article J I would defend him against

Very few deputies could11I6all the theologians of Spain . .

defend such radical notions, and Mejia was finally silenced.-*-^ The

Cortes voted to suspend the newspaper's publication until a tribunal

decided the case.-*-®

The case of the Triple Alianza again illustrated the limits to

which most members of the congress were willing to implement freedom

of the press. Although they expressed some liberality, the deputies

still would not tolerate attacks upon the Catholic religion. It was

also clear that they could not allow their new press law to be

likened to the anticlericalism of the French Revolution. There is

even evidence that the Cortes was already too liberal for some clergy.

While the deputies were voting to direct the Regency to prosecute

irreligious writers, for instance, they directed the executive to try

several priests for speaking against various acts of the Cortes.-*-^
The Cortes considered other bills which would have given impor-

In December, Manuel Llanotant civil guarantees to all Spaniards.

of Guatemala requested that a habeas corpus law similar to that of the

-*-®See supra, p. 35.
16Piario, I, 137.
-*-^Joaquin Lorenzo de Villanueva, Mi Viaje a las Cortes de

Cádiz, Vol. I of Memorias de Tiempos de Fernando VII, ed. by Miguel
Artola, 2 vols, (Madrid, 1957), 140.

18Piario, I, 137.
"^Sesiones secretas, 237.
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English be considered.20 The following month, the Cortes discussed

f the executive. A peninsular priest, Manuel

Luxan, condemned arbitrary arrest. The liberal American, Jose

the arrest power

Mejia, took the interesting position that an immediate trial might

not be possible in time of war. He, therefore, spoke in favor of

granting wide arrest powers to the executive branch.20- During the

same month, the Cortes considered limits on the appointive powers

of the executive. Some deputies wished to initiate a confirmation

Here again, Jose Mejia, took the side ofprocedure by the Cortes.

the traditionally-powerful Spanish executive. He felt that there

was something to fear in every executive power, yet the Cortes had

to trust the king, otherwise the government could not function.22
While other Americans were silent on the question, Mejia's observa-

tions did indicate some American support for a strong executive.

These issues were not, however, decided until the voting on the con¬

stitution itself.

Although the Cortes did not decide on some proposals for addi-

tional liberties, it continued to attack other evils. Two such

customs were condemned by a leader of the peninsular liberal bloc,

Agustín Arguelles.

the trafficking and sale of slaves be outlawed.20

He proposed that torture be abolished and that

20piario, I, 138.
20-Piario, I, 256.
22Piario, I, 289.
20Part of his argument seems to have been to court favor with

Spain's ally, England. He suggested that news of the abolition
of slavery be communicated at once to Whitehall.
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Debate immediately turned to the first subject, the abolition

of torture. The discussion produced the usual split between the

liberals and conservatives, but only peninsulars spoke on the issue.

The abolition of torture was approved, probably with the help of

American votes. Perhaps the Americans did not take part in the

24
debate because their views were already expressed by others.

The slavery issue concerned the Western Hemisphere more directly.

Many rich Creoles derived their wealth from the work of slaves,

and, consequently, the abolition of slavery threatened the economic

fabric of many colonies. One of the first speakers on the subject was

the American leader, José Mejia. He cautioned the deputies that to

abolish slavery outright might bring economic chaos to America, al-

Arguellesthough he did favor the abolition of commerce in slaves.

-25
rose again to call slavery "an atrocious practice, and he declared

Andres Jauregui, ait contrary to Spain's sentiments and religion.

Cuban landowner, defended the decree but felt that public debate of

the matter might cause unrest in America. The debate continued

though, and most deputies supported abolition if it were done

Jose Guridi y Alcocer of Mexico presented a series ofgradually.

resolutions which would have abolished the slave trade and freed

2^ The issue was not decided during the coursethe children of slaves.

of the first year of the Cortes because a committee was formed to

It consisted of two Americans and three Spaniards.2^study the matter.

24Piario, II, 810-811.
25Piarlo, II, 811.
Apiario, II, 811-813.
27piario, II, 899.
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There is much to be learned by comparing the debates on the two

reformist measures proposed by Arguelles. On the issue of the

abolition of torture, the usual divisions between liberal and con-

servative emerged. Not one American spoke on the issue, possibly

because their views were represented by peninsular liberals. During

the debate on the abolition of slavery, on the other hand, the

Americans took an active part, due to their economic interest in the

subject. The Americans cautioned against precipitate action. In-

terestingly, the peninsular conservatives dropped out of the debate.

Consequently, it became a debate between peninsular liberals and

Americans.

Notwithstanding new legislative guarantees of civil liberties,

the Cortes made an effort to limit historic practices of the

bureaucracy which infringed on citizen rights. An instance occurred

on 26 December when an unidentified deputy asked for a resolution

commanding the Regency to ensure that all decrees of the Cortes were

The canon, Ramón Lázaro de Dou of Spain, objected,made effective.

stating that often it would be impossible for a legislative body in

Therefore, theMadrid to frame good laws for the whole empire.

bureaucracy in distant parts should be given wide latitude in the

enforcement of laws. The optional enforcement of decrees from

Madrid was, in fact, a common practice in the Spanish Empire.

It was often impossible or impolitic to carry out all the king's

wishes, and an official was permitted non-compliance if he informed
o o

Madrid of his reasons. Bias Ostalaza, a priest from Peru, felt that

^^Haring, Spanish Empire, 56.
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such practices should continue. Several peninsular deputies argued

against the precedent. Juan Gallego, a prebendary of the Cathedral

of Murcia, Spain, speculated that the decadence of Spain might be

Diego Muñoz Torrero con-due to the effects of not enforcing laws.

curred, asking how any inferior body could nullify the will of the

Finally, the congress passed a resolution which forbade theCortes.

executive from suspending any legislative decree or law. Once again,

the American deputies took little part in the debate. The final vote

restricted executive power, and the Americans probably approved of the

vote by their silence.

Despite the foregoing resolution of December, the royal

bureaucracy in America, from the viceroy downward, commonly ignored

unpopular decrees from Cádiz. Although such practices occurred pre-

viously, they became increasingly common as the revolts of 1810

Ramon Power, a naval officer, brought an example to thespread.

attention of the Cortes on 15 February 1811. He noted that his native

. island, Puerto Rico, had recently sworn allegiance to the Cortes.

With the permission of the Regency, however, the governor had ordered

the detention of any person who threatened the "public order," a

Persons who had been in Venezuela, an area ofviolation of royal law.

revolt, were particularly suspect. Their houses were often searched

Power requested the Cortes to order such practiceswithout just cause.

stopped.^9
Most of the deputies supported Power in his request. Juan

^Diario t i, 548.
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Quintano of Spain stated that, at best, the Regency’s action was im-

The American, Josepolitic, and he approved of its suspension.

Mejia, in support of Power, stressed the need to enforce the Laws

The Mexican priest, José Guridi y Alcocer, addedof the Indies.

that the Puerto Rican case was not exceptional,

of the Audiencia of Valencia, Ramon Giraldo, considered the governor's

An oidor or judge

action barbarous, and in reply to the Mexican stated that the

Regency should inform the Cortes if such orders were in force else¬

where. Other deputies continued in a similar vein. Mariano Mendiola,

a Mexican lawyer, concurred that governors in America should not be

given more power to reward or punish than was provided in the Laws

of the Indies. Discussion then focused on an abuse about which

the Americans felt strongly. Because of the Napoleonic wars, many

governors and other officials had remained in office far longer than

their term permitted. Many Americans pressed for their immediate

removal.33 The deputies finally decided to order the Regency to stop

any infringement of personal liberties anywhere in the empire,

ther, only "special reasons" to be explained to the Cortes could

permit an official's continuance in office past the end of his term.32

Fur-

30Piario I, 126-127.
33The American demands for the removal of officials in

America, including such figures as Viceroy Abascal, has been
seen by some authors as proof that the Americans wished to
weaken Spanish military strength in the colonies in order to
assure independence. This is the view of Agustín Arguelles in his
Las Cortes de Cadiz Examen histórico de la reforma constitucional,
II (Madrid, 1835), 32.

32Piario, I, 569.
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Considerably later, in June 1811, apprehension was again ex-

pressed because of the suspension of various civil liberties in

José Mejia of Peru complained that the decree on freedom ofAmerica.

the press had not been observed at any time in America. Miguel Arispe,

a proprietary deputy from Mexico, corroborated Mejia's charge. The

Cortes quickly approved a resolution calling on the Regency to insure

perfect compliance with the decree. 33

By April, 1811, the Cortes had attempted to expand the liberties

of the Spanish citizen with a law granting freedom of the press. The

deputies had reduced historic executive privileges which limited

personal liberties. They had extended these reforms to America by

declaring it an "integral" part of the monarchy. Next, the deputies

attacked another injustice: inequalities before the law. The Spain

of 1811 was essentially of the ancien regime with vast inequalities

of justice existing between noble and peasant.

The first to mention one such inequality, vassalage, was

Agustín Bahamonde of Spain, who presented two proposals which would

have abolished vassalage and personal tribute.3^ The president

placed it on the agenda. On 5 June, Manuel Garcia Herreros presented

He asked the Cortes to abolish the señoríos, feudalanother proposal.

estates, and the jurisdicciones, areas under the legal jurisdiction of

a noble. All legal processes and appointments would be taken from

35 Some days later, Josethe nobles and would revert to the nation.

33Piario, II, 1239-1240.
3^Piario, II, 935.
35Piario, II, 1187.
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Guridi y Alcocer of Mexico started the debates on the subject,

speaking in favor of the propositions. He declared that all men

were not equal; the disorders in France during the Revolution had

clearly proved the necessity of a nobility; the señoríos, however,

had held Spain back. The proposal, he continued, conformed with

~*8 and wouldNatural Law and the historic constitution of the nation,

benefit the entire monarchy. He attacked the personal privileges of

the nobility but added that the nobles should keep the land they

owned.

The discussion continued on the seventeenth. The Marquis of

San Felipe of Cuba spoke against the bill, asserting that the monarchy

could not exist without a well-constituted nobility and that the

Cortes should preserve the classes. Furthermore, the new constitu-

tion should provide for grants of jurisdicciones to worthy individuals.

He did propose, however, that all señoríos, except those granted to

the first conquerors of America, be abolished.38 The debate persisted

into July since long arguments had been held on the subject, with

mostly Europeans taking part. Francisco Lisperguer of Buenos Aires

attempted to summarize the positions on the first of July. He ob-

served that most deputies agreed that the señoríos were legally

36Both arguments were drawn from eighteenth century en-
lightened thought. By the "historic constitution," the Mexican
meant the practice of government before the centralizing tendencies
of Ferdinand and Isabel. Many enlightened thinkers viewed the
middle ages as a time of liberty. They thought of the example of
1412 when the representatives of Aragon, Cataluña, and Valencia had
elected a new king upon the death of the childless King Martin. See
Herr, Revolution, 341.

37piario, II, 1232.
38Diario, II, 1275-1276.
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given, but that the Cortes should revoke them, still allowing the

nobles to retain their property.

39
cussion had lasted long enough.

Lisperguer thought that the dis-

Many deputies apparently agreed,

and the proposal of Garcia Herreros was finally approved, 128-16.

Vassalage in the form of señoríos and j urisdicciones was abolished.^
The following day, the Cortes approved another proposal, 126-23.

It abolished such special privileges as hunting reserves for the

nobility.^ The Cortes went still further on 4 July, abolishing all

conditions of personal vassalage, 132-2. It voted reimbursement only

to those nobles who had gained their privileges through special ser-

vice or merit. Some months later, a final victory of liberalizing

forces over the old ways was achieved with the Cortes abolishing

another traditional privilege of the nobility, the requirement that

All of theseall cadets at military schools be of noble birth.

final votes were taken without debate.

Even though most of the speakers were European, the final votes

clearly indicated the considerable support which the proposals enjoyed,

among both peninsulars and Americans. It is highly doubtful that many

Americans voted against the abolition of feudal vestiges. Even the

Marquis of San Felipe favored the abolition of most of the señoríos.

The votes hid the fact, though, that encomiendas and señoríos were

The real wealth in mostno longer really economically significant.

39
Diario, II, 1388.

40Piario, II, 1391.
41Piario, II, 1398.
42Piario, II, 1405.
^Diario, III, 1645.
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colonies consisted of entailed estates with the workers held in debt

44
peonage.

The struggle by Spanish Americans for civil liberties in the

Cortes of Cadiz presented a clear-cut and vigorous attack on the

ancien regime of the Spanish Empire. The Americans cooperated with

the Spanish liberals in the passage of many important guarantees,

such as freedom of the press and the abolition of torture. American

participation in the debates was inconsistent, with only such depu-

ties as José Mejia and José Guridi y Alcocer taking part regularly.

The Americans took a more active part and generally achieved

their goals when the subjects debated touched colonial affairs. They

succeeded, for instance, in obtaining a declaration of equality for

the overseas provinces, even if the peninsulars were hesitant. They

obtained a decree implementing the free press decree in America and

succeeded in getting the Cortes to condemn the despotism of the

Finally, they won a delay in the considera-governor of Puerto Rico.

tion of the abolition of slavery, a reform which would have adversely

affected the economy of the colonies. Besides these guarantees of

civil liberties for the whole empire, the overseas deputies further

pressed for specific reforms for America.

44
Woodrow Borah, New Spain's Century of Depression (Berkeley,

California, 1951), 36, hereinafter cited as Borah, New Spain's
Century of Depression.



CHAPTER III

REFORMS FOR AMERICA

Interest in the problems of the overseas provinces increased

among the deputies as revolt spread there. Many demands were heard

from America. Already, in the first months of the Cortes, the

Spaniards declared America an "integral" part of the Spanish monarchy

and at the same time promised that the Cortes would consider the

reforms which the colonials requested. Approximately three months

after the opening of the Cortes, the American deputies introduced

into committee a series of reforms which became the center of

attention for those concerned with American problems. On 16 December,

1810, the Americans requested:

1. An equal basis of American representation in the Cortes.
The liberty to grow any crop, free from mercantile restraint.
Freedom of the quicksilver mines from government controls.
Suppression of monopolies.
Equal opportunity for government jobs for all citizens.
One-half of all government jobs in America to native
Americans.
A consultative junta for the hiring of government employees.
The restoration of the Jesuits in America.-*-

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Several of these questions were resolved quickly. For instance,

the Spaniard Jose Valiente soon thereafter suggested that quick¬

silver mining be open to any individual, but that governmental

regulation of the metal's use continue. The mining of mercury was

important since that product was used for the extraction of silver

The Almadén mercury mine in Spain usually supplied the

^Proposiciones que hacen al Congreso nacional los diputados
de América y Asia

from ore.

(Madrid, 1811), 1.
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needs of Mexican silver mines while the Huancavelica mine supplied

South America. The latter mine, located in Peru, experienced a

decline in production, and various reforms such as the abolition of

the miner's guild had already been tried without success. The

proposal before the Cortes was the last of several reforms which

attempted to reinvigorate mining at Huancavelica by using free enter-
O

prise incentives^- and, in fact, the issue had been considered more

than once before. It appears that the deputies decided the vote out

of session and it was approved without discussion.^
Americans asked for other mining reforms from the Cortes. The

government was interested in mining mainly because of the quinto or

the government's percentage of a mine's production.^
ment's share had varied considerably during the colonial era, usually

reflecting the prosperity of the mining industry.-* Although mining

activity had suffered a decline during the seventeenth century,

mineral production had expanded during the eighteenth.^
the Americas, with the exception of quicksilver, was in private hands.

The govern-

Mining in

In April, 1811, two Mexicans, José Gordoa and Joaquin Maniau, re¬

quested that the quinto be lowered, hopefully stimulating mining by

^Arthur P. Whitaker., The Huancavelica Mercury Mine (Cambridge,
1941), 73.

^Sesiones secretas, 159.
^Government ownership of the mercury mines was important

because the amount of quicksilver a mine used was used to estimate
its silver output. Consequently, officials could easily estimate
the quinto due to the government.

^Haring, Spanish Empire, 278.
^Woodrow Borah, New Spain's Century of Depression (Berkeley,

1951), 43.
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The proposal was sent to committee,^ butmaking it more profitable.

it reappeared in July. The committee recommended that the quinto

be suspended in Mexico for three years due to the recent disturbances

there and, in the other parts of America, the royal share should be

reduced by one-half. The Cortes did not discuss the matter. Instead,

it asked the Regency for information about the status of mining in

8America, and the subject did not reappear before the constitution

was considered.

The second American request to be considered was probably the

most important to the colonials, and the argument soon became one

of the bitterest. The controversy centered on the demand that

American representation be calculated in the same manner as Spanish.^
At the time, the number of deputies from Spain was proportional to

population and, in addition, representatives from each local junta

came to Cadiz. America, on the other hand, was only permitted the

latter type of representation.-*-® On 9 January, public discussion

started on the subject. Domingo Quintana of Spain opened the

discussion with a proposal that the separate "classes" of America

Indians, for instance,be represented by one of their own number.

^Diario, II, 935.
Diario, II, 1403.

9
It should be noted that the Spaniards performed somewhat

better than other powers in granting colonial representation.
The Central Junta, the Regency, and the Cortes all contained
representatives from America.

-*-®Gabriel H. Lovett, Napoleon and the Birth of Modern Spain,
I (New York, 1965), 342.

8
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José Valiente, a Spanish bureau-should be represented by an Indian.

crat, suggested that the Cor' -a consider instead the most pressing

problem in the Americas, the revolts.^
The Mexican, José Guridi y Alcocer, answered Valiente. He

observed that all the American deputies were in agreement as to the

only way to stop the rebellions. They felt that the demands of

16 December had to be granted. The revolts were due to complaints

of past misgovernment and maltreatment. The Mexican declared:

We are looking to the well-being of the metropolis.
But her prosperity cannot be attained but with procuring
the well-being of the Americas. The fire that has
been lit in those vast regions, and which grows like a
vast flood, cannot be put out, except by the way indi-
cated by these propositions. You are going to lose
the Americas, this is the only way to prevent this
grave evil . . . Sir, the Americans as sons of Euro-
peans are nursed on the love of the peninsula and from
childhood we depend on her and are her children, and
from every village we only are as Spaniards, we glory
in it . . . but in spite of this, we are subjected to
miseries. Sir, the prohibition, the limitations
perplex all Americans . . . above all, that which makes
us most sensitive is seeing the contempt with which we
are treated, perhaps even to the point of doubting
that we are men.^

The speech was apparently successful in stirring the con-

After it, the Spaniard Felipe Anersciences of many peninsulars.

rose, suggested that there should be both concessions and under-

standing between Americans and Spaniards and conceded the fairness

of the demands. The problem which he forsaw was that it would be

impossible to include more deputies from America in the present

Cortes, simply because of the lack of time.

11
Diario, I, 317.

•^Diario, I, 318.
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José Gutierrez de Terán, a Mexican ex-soldier, said that the

American demands were just and that, therefore, they needed little

At last, Agustín Arguelles, the leader of the peninsulardiscussion.

liberals, expressed his complete agreement with the American demands,

yet he also saw the difficulty in having the Cortes wait until

more regular delegates from America could arrive. He stressed the

immediate need for a written constitution in order to prevent rule

by another tyrant such as Manuel Godoy.

Guridi y Alcocer again insisted upon a general declaration

based on the principles expressed in the American demand for equal

representation. He tried to weaken Arguelles' arguments, observing

that work on the constitution could continue uninterrupted while

more American deputies were elected and came to Spain. The

peninsular Juan Gallego disagreed with the Mexican delegate in

suggesting that the American proposal was not practical. He ex-

postulated that when the additional delegates arrived, congress

would no longer be in session and that this extraordinary session

would already have completed work on the constitution. His countryman,

Ramon Utges, expressed a similar opinion, adding that the castes of

America made the issue more complicated since some deputies em-

phasized that they deserved representation while others did not.

Francisco Lisperguer of Buenos Aires complained about the

Spanish attitude. He elucidated that although he heard many words

in support of freedom and equality, he saw little action on specifics.

José Espiga of Spain asserted a totally different opinion. He

questioned the basic proposition that America should have equal
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representation, even though it was an "integral part" of the nation.

Espiga continued that there should be American representation, but

that it should be coupled with a property qualification. He lastly

opined that the whole question should be decided later in the

constitutional discussions.-^

The arguments continued. José Valcarcel y Dato of Spain sided

with the Latin Americans. He felt that in order to save the monarchy

from disintegration, the Cortes had to approve the decree. Joaquin

Villanueva of Spain did not agree with Valcarcel. He declared his

support of equality, but opposed the present plan. He stressed that

this Cortes had been convoked lawfully and that its system of repre-

sentation was established by custom. It was already elected, and

its success would be endangered if it were to call for more American

deputies. The new deputies might well declare any decision before

their arrival illegal, and they might even question the legality of

the constitution which was to be passed while they were not here.

By their words, all but a few Spaniards admitted the justice

inherent in the American proposal, yet few wished to approve the plan

Villanueva had indicated another strong argument againstitself.

it in that it would endanger the work on the constitution. Americans,

Antonio Zuaza of Peru apparently spoke ofhowever, did not concur,

the disillusionment of many Americans when he questioned the good in-

tentions of the "grandiose liberalism"-*-^ of the Spanish deputies.
13

The foregoing discussion on equal representation is found in
Diario, I, 320-332.

14Diario, I, 355.
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Without passage of the decree, he felt, the words seemed empty.

To date, the Cortes had spent over a week debating the subject

of equal American representation. At this juncture, Andres Llano

of Guatemala drew the deputies' attention to an article that had

appeared in the Gaceta de Caracas and which declared that the

cabildo of Caracas would not recognize the Cortes until equal repre-

sentation had been granted. Use of the article may have been reserved

as a last desperate attempt to change the Spaniards' opinion,

however, was a dangerous argument because Caracas was one of the

It,

areas in revolt against the peninsular government. This fact was

confirmed when Francisco Laserna of Spain pointed out that the same

article declared that the Cortes was illegal because of unequal repre-

The implication was obvious, and Villanueva's fears hadsentation.

been fulfilled. The American substitute delegates could not

guarantee that any newly-elected regular delegates from America

would not reject the work of the Cortes as illegal. They might

even reject the constitution which so many deputies believed necessary

immediately.

Finally, on 18 January, the proposal came to a vote. It was

defeated, 64-56.-^ Unfortunately, a list of those for and against

From the debate, however, most Americans mustit was not reported.

have supported the proposal, and most peninsulars must have opposed

Perhaps the most surprising aspect of the ballot was itsit.

closeness since few peninsulars had supported the proposal in debate.

Despite the fact that the Cortes had once rejected the American

l^This second series of debates on equal representation may be
found in Diario, I, 346-403.
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recommendation for immediate equality of representation, the deputies

returned to the subject. A first motion presented at the end of

January asked the Cortes to confirm America's right to equal repre-

sentation, and it passed, 123-4. A second resolution the same day

would have authorized such equal representation for America imme-

It was rejected by a tally of 69-61.^°diately.

Interpretation of this vote is difficult. Perhaps some of the

delegates hoped for a reversal of the previous decision since ten

more deputies were present at the end of January. Considering the

closeness of the first vote, some deputies in favor of the bill

perhaps thought that it was worth a second effort. Alternately, it

also might have been possible that the Spanish deputies arranged

a second ballot in order to present a more conciliatory attitude

toward American opinion since it coupled rejection with an acceptance

of the proposition in principle. This may have been a signal to the

Americans that the Spanish majority would later write the proposal

into the constitution even though it rejected it now.

Even before the final rejection of immediate equal representation,

On 6 February,another of the demands of 16 December had been raised.

José Mejia declared that although the government should protect in-

dustry, it should not preserve monopoly. Mejia was questioning a

Since the days of the conquest,traditional practice of the empire.

Madrid viewed monopolies as sources of income and imposed them on

such basic commodities as salt, playing cards, quicksilver, and

16
Diario, I, 517.
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They were usually "farmed out" to local men of wealth, but

they were always unpopular.-*-^

gunpowder.

The eighteenth century saw the impo-

sition of new monopolies including the hated tobacco monopoly which

caused serious discontent and riot.^® The deputies opposed to mono-

polies may also have been inspired by the example of Joseph's French-

backed government which abolished monopolies in those areas of Spain

under its control.-*-9 The deputies returned to the topic later as a

part of a general discussion of the American demands. The Cortes

had just decided without much dissension that the inhabitants of

America were free to cultivate any crop they chose,^0 and then the

representatives turned to the question of monopolies. Two Spaniards

spoke about them first. Jayme Creus observed that the monopolies

in Spain brought some good, and Agustín Arguelles declared this to

be an inopportune time to discuss the subject. Arguelles later

added in his memoirs that the abolition of monopolies would have

caused a serious disruption of the Cortes taxation policy, this at

a time when the war effort demanded great expenditure. Arguelles

wondered whether the American impatience reflected a desire for

91
independence. ± Manuel Garcia Herreros questioned whether particular

^Haring, Spanish Empire, 293.
l^Robert A. Humphreys and John Lynch, The Origins of the

Latin American Revolutions (New York, 1966), 124.
■^Connelly, Kingdoms , 243.
20spain had tried to prohibit the growth of some crops in

America, but enforcement was lax.

^Agustín Arguelles, Las Cortes de Cádiz. • Examen histórico
de la reforma constitucional, II (Madrid, 1813), 54.
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cases of wrongdoing led to the general conclusion that monopolies

were evil. Strangely, the Americans remained silent during the

entire debate, perhaps because they were still stunned by the

defeats of the equal representation decree. Nevertheless, the

resolution was dropped with a promise to consider it with the con-

stitution.22

The next subject that was discussed was the constant complaint

of Americans that they were not given responsible jobs in the bureau¬

cracy. This complaint was justified. Officials in Madrid distrusted

Americans and often felt them inferior. Therefore, Creoles were not

usually appointed to important office.2^ Americans were only ap-

pointed to high office when no peninsulars were available,2^ and

Americans only filled less important offices such as provincial

governor and magistrate.2-* In some places such offices were rotated

between peninsulars and Americans, and bitter rivalries developed

between the two groups.2^
With little debate, the Cortes first voted to declare the

equality of opportunity of Creoles and Indians with peninsulars,

even though such equality had always been the law.22 The other

American demands of 16 December would have assured Americans jobs.

22Piario, I, 523-524.
2^Collier, Chilean Independence, 19.
24john Lynch, Spanish Colonial Administration 1782-1810

(London, 1958), 79.
25naring, Spanish Empire, 138.
2^Haring, Spanish Empire, 167.
O ~]
'See infra, p. 63 for the wording of the Royal Order of

Intendents of 1803.
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These proposals called for one-half of all jobs in America to be given

to native-born Americans and provided for a screening council to

recommend candidates. As with the debate on monopolies, only

Spaniards spoke. José Martinez said that the subject should be

decided in the constitutional debates, and Evaristo Perez de Castro

agreed. Following other similar opinions, the demand was sent to

committee. As an afterthought, a leader of the liberal Spaniards,

Agustín Arguelles, stated that the lack of opportunity for govern-

ment jobs did not anger Americans,

declared, that estranged America from her mother country.28

It was the lack of freedom, he

Although

such an opinion perhaps reflected a liberal's concern with tyranny

in any form, it also indicated a lack of understanding of the serious¬

ness of the American demands.

The constitutional committee never returned an opinion on the

demand for more jobs for Americans during the period under study, but

the Overseas Commission, a majority of whose members were Americans,

brought up the question again in July. In a report to the entire

congress, the commission observed that many Americans complained of

The committee did not proposethe lack of opportunity for office.

a solution to the problem, but Joaquin Leiva of Chile immediately

He thought that the Cortes should abolish the officeprovided one.

of subdelegado and give its powers to the alcalde ordinario.29 He

probably favored this action because peninsulars generally occupied

the former office while Americans filled the latter. The spokesman

28Piario, I, 524-541.
29Piario, II, 1393.
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for the Overseas Commission alternately suggested that appointments

to the office of subdelegado be made in accordance with the Royal

Order of Intendents of 1803. It had ordered that the subdelegados

be appointed by merit, without regard to the applicant's provincial

Vicente Morales Duarez of Lima suggested that the appoint-origin.

ments be made by the Cortes, but the congress approved the imple-
30

mentation of the Royal Order.

Earlier in the year, the Cortes discussed another type of job

inequality in America. The Concordat of 1512 had invested the

Spanish king with the right to collect tithes and control other

ecclesiastical funds, regulate ecclesiastical behavior, and control

Even judicial processes were isolated from Rome.^231
patronage.

These powers were called the patronato real. Since the royal govern-

ment appointed Church officials, most such prelates in America were

Spaniards. Dionisio Inca, an army officer from Peru, first com-

plained of the situation in April, claiming that Americans should

be given preference for vacant sees in America. Jayme Creus, a

Spanish priest, opposed any appointment quota for Americans. He

stated that absolute equality between Americans and peninsulars

precluded any such system. José Cisneros of Mexico next stated

that the policy of equality between Americans and Europeans had

30
Diario, II, 1393-1394.

■^William E. Shiels, King and Church: the rise and fall of
the Patronato Real (Chicago, 1961), 7.

M. Farriss, Crown and Clergy in Colonial Mexico 1759-1821
(London, 1968), 62.
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always been in effect, but that the benefits were illusory. The

policy had promised much but delivered nothing, he continued, since

the bureaucrats of the royal government had always found excuses for

doing what they wanted to do. The Cortes, he added, should vote to

give one-half of all posts in an American diocese to natives of the

locality and the other half to peninsulars and other Americans. Juan

Guereña, a Mexican priest, spoke next, insisting on absolute equality

in all the monarchy,

was quickly approved.^3

Apparently without prior planning, his proposal

The deputies thereby continued their votes

in favor of equality between the two hemispheres, but, unfortunately,

they must have also realized that their votes could be easily negated

by bureaucratic whim.

Only one of the reforms presented by the Americans remained

to be discussed. This final demand called for the restoration of

the Jesuits to America. That religious order had been expelled

from all parts of the Spanish empire in 1767 by Charles III. The

background of the demand for restoration was unclear as most of

the ecclesiastical deputies at Cádiz were Jansenists who opposed

the Jesuits, and those who were not believed in state control of

the Church. Also, the order itself had been abolished and was not

reestablished by the Pope until 1814. At any rate, the demand

secured no support in debate, and the deputies voted the proposal

33
Diario, II, 857-860.

34
Lucas Alamán, Historia de Méjico desde los primeros

movimientos que prepararon su independencia en el año 1810,
hasta la época presente, III (Mexico City, 1849-1852), 49.
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down unanimously and without discussion.

The only important reform affecting America considered by the

Cortes which was not included in the demands of 16 December concerned

As mentioned in the first chapter, Spain practiced a mer-commerce.

cantile system of economic control over her empire. A trade monopoly

was established and was regulated by the Casa de Contratación. Only

certain merchant houses in Cadiz and Seville could trade with the

American ports of Vera Cruz (Mexico) and Nombre de Dios (Panama)

and Cartagena (Colombia). The merchants in each of these cities,

who were usually Spaniards, formed a consulado, and they were

important forces in favor of maintaining the status-quo. As

with many other areas of government, the Bourbons enacted important

reforms. Taxes and tariffs were reduced and trade was invigorated

by the establishment of new trading monopolies. The most successful

was the Guipozcoa Company which traded in Venezuela. These reforms

resulted in a resurgence of trade and prosperity in Spain and

America even experienced an unplanned era of free tradeAmerica.

between 1805 and 1809 because the war with Great Britain cut trade

The latter, therefore,and communication between Spain and America,

relied on British shipping to supply her needs. °

Many Americans desired free trade and pressed the Cortes to vote

The 11 November 1810 issue of the Diario de Mexico called for ait.

commercial treaty with Great Britain,and a number of the Mexican

35Piario, I, 525.

"^Haring, Spanish Empire, 342-343.
-^Diario de México (Mexico City, Mexico), 11 November 1810.
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delegates agitated for free commerce in pamphlets. The Regency

had at one time planned to liberalize the commercial regulations of

the empire, but had quickly withdrawn the proposal after heated

opposition from the local Cádiz junta,^ a body probably representing

the opinion of the Cádiz consulado.

Early in the sessions of the Cortes, Americans pressed for

On 7 October, for instance, Jose Mejia calledcommercial reform.

40 Althoughfor a fair law dealing with land and sea commerce.

Americans often mentioned the subject, no action was taken on it by

the Cortes until the new year when Felipe Aner of Spain urged the

Cortes to reform the commercial laws of the empire which excluded

Great Britain from most commercial relations with Spain and her

empire. He may have been acting in gratitude for British help in

the war against Napoleon, and without discussing the question itself,

the Cortes voted to form a commission of seven members to study the

41proposition. Interestingly, a majority were Americans.

Debate on the subject began in earnest in early May, in secret

session. American deputies spoke at length. Their discourses

stressed the need for reinvigorating the merchant marine and of

breaking the lethargy which had overcome both peninsular and American

^Representación de la Diputación Americana a las Cortes de
España (London, 1813), 40.

^Manuel de Albuerne, Origen y estado de la cause formada sobre
la real orden de 17 de mayo de 1810 (Cádiz, 1811), passim.

40
Diario, I, 7.

^Sesiones secretas, 143.
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industry.^ Many Spaniards feared the effects of free commerce on

Spanish industry,^ but finally, on 26 May, three resolutions were

presented by the commerce commission. One suggested that any Spanish

or colonial ship have the right to go to any neutral or allied port.

This the deputies approved without debate. The second resolution

recommended that any product of any province be free to be shipped to

any port in Spanish vessels if monopolies were respected. It was

approved. The deputies also.approved the law that all ports of the

empire were to have equal duties.^
With the actions of 26 May, the Cortes granted many of the Ameri-

can demands concerning free commerce. Although some peninsulars had

objected to such proposals earlier, there was little opposition to

them now. The deputies had probably discussed the reform outside

the Cortes and agreed on their course of action. The deciding

factor may have been that similar, although less liberal, laws had

been instituted by the Bourbon kings of Spain during the eighteenth

. century and those reforms had worked remarkably well. Also, by 1811,

few Spaniards believed in complete mercantile control. The new laws

did not, however, grant free commerce within the Spanish empire to

British merchants since the latter still had to ship their goods on

Spanish vessels. If the proposals of May had been more liberal in

opening the empire to foreign commerce, they might well have provoked

^Sesiones secretas, 289.
43joaquin Lorenzo de Villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes," in Memo-

rias de Tiempos de Fernando VII, ed. by Miguel Artola (Madrid, 1957),
229, hereinafter cited as Villanueva, "Mi Viaje."

^Sesiones secretas, 294.
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more opposition.^
In fact, such a proposal was voted on a few months later. Then

the Cortes voted to prohibit foreign ships from coming directly to

Spain from America.^ It was recorded that José Mejia entered a

negative vote the following day, but otherwise, no break-down of the

vote was presented.

Later, another even more liberal proposal was defeated. In

August, the Commission for Cquimerce asked that any national, neutral,

or allied shipping be allowed to carry goods directly to any part

It was defeated, 87-43.of the monarchy. Only two Americans agreed

with the majority of peninsulars who wished to prohibit foreign

commerce,^ and one of these deputies, Joaquin Maniau, had close ties

with the consulado of Vera Cruz.^ Interestingly, a significant split

appeared between the American substitute and proprietary deputies.

While most substitutes voted for free commerce, most regular deputies

either abstained or voted against it. Apparently the proprietary

• delegates represented or agreed with more conservative commercial

interests.

The history of the reforms presented on 16 December reflects

much about the success of the Americans in obtaining long-desired

Some of their efforts succeeded, others failed, and somechanges.

were partially successful:

^^See supra, p. 67.
46
Sesiones secretas, 339.

378.

^Nettie L. Benson, ed., Mexico and the Spanish Cortes,
1810-1822 (Austin, Texas, 1966), 164.

^Sesiones secretas,
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Amnesty for American rebels
Free mining of quicksilver
Free cultivation of any crop
1/2 of all jobs in America to Americans

approved
approved
approved
approved

(but no quota)
approvedCommercial reform

(but no foreign commerce in the empire)
Lowering of the quinto
Suppression of monopolies
Equal representation decree

to committee
to committee
defeated

(passed in principle)
defeatedRecall of the Jesuits

Although most of the American reforms were passed, many of the most

important were passed with reservations. Unfortunately, there was

no agreement on the reform which became the most important to the

Americans, the equal representation decree. It was finally defeated.

Nonetheless, the measures which were passed together with the

reforms concerning civil liberties for America such as the declara-

tion of America as an integral part of the nation, the enforcement

of all decrees in America, and the removal of officials whose

terms had expired clearly indicated that the Americans did achieve

significant reform at Cádiz.

On the other hand, the Americans had much to complain about.

The reforms of 16 December, for instance, were ignored for a month

and were debated only because of the continual complaints of the

Therefore, it was four months after the opening of theAmericans.

Cortes that that body discussed the critical situation in America.

The peninsular delegates may well have been more concerned with the

critical situation in Spain, yet this was hardly an excuse when so

many areas of America refused to recognize the peninsular government.

The failure of the Cortes to deal with the problems of America
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could be seen as Spanish intransigence, but more plausible explana-

tions could be found. First, American success in obtaining passage

of reforms appeared in inverse relation to the reform's effect on

the peninsula. Changes such as the freedom to grow any crop in

America and even employment of Americans in the bureaucracy over-

seas encountered few difficulties. Could the facility with which

the bills passed be due to the fact that such reforms had little

effect on the peninsulars? The general abolition of monopolies,

however, encountered serious difficulties. Perhaps this opposite

effect was because monopolies existed throughout the empire and were

An even clearer example isa prime source of funds for the Treasury.

the equal representation decree. It threatened the constitution and

Spanish control of the Cortes and was defeated outright.

That the Spanish majority in the Cortes refused to do all in

its power to preserve the empire in harmony was undeniable. Their

reformism was sincere, yet only half-hearted. From the intensity of

the debate on equal representation and from the newspaper articles

in the American press, the Spanish deputies must have realized the

issues' importance. The Americans' refusal to participate in the

debate on the other American reforms after the equal representation

decree was defeated could only have reinforced its importance.

Judgment about the majority's vote need not be associated only with

malice though. It can also be assigned to misjudgment.

In fact, there was much evidence of Spanish conciliation of

Even if some reforms were defeated, the fact remainsthe Americans.

The amount of time in January and Februarythat many were passed.
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and the rest of the Spring given over to debate on the American

demands indicated Spanish openness. The argument over equal repre-

sentation, for instance, lasted several weeks. Certainly, the

Spaniards could have been more efficient if they had intended to

reject the reform. This argument is weakened somewhat by the fact

that the discussion on the American reforms which took place in

January started only when the president of the Cortes was an American,

Antonio Joaquin Perez of Mexico. Unfortunately, the issues about

reforms for America were not all that divided the peninsular and

American deputies. Their personal relations added to their

differences.



CHAPTER IV

AMERICANS AND SPANIARDS IN THE CORTES

Long before the Cortes met, there were serious tensions between

peninsulars and Americans. Peninsulars felt that the Creoles were

inferior, and, in addition, the Spanish kings constantly suspected

any type of independent political action on the part of the Creoles.^
Hernán Cortes, for example, was never allowed to exercise much

political power because the crown feared that it could not control

him from far-off Madrid.^ Unrest and discontent during the colonial

period caused Madrid to doubt the ultimate loyalty of the Americans,

and recent revolts, such as Hidalgo's,^ only added to the tensions

since they focused on the hatred for Spain held by many Americans.^
This hatred among Americans grew because of the Spaniards* sense of

superiority, their refusal to allow Americans into high office, and

Spain's mercantile strangulation of the American economy.

As important as these divisions were, there nonetheless existed

many cultural ties between America and the mother country. The

strongest unifying bond between the two regions was loyalty to the

monarchy. Although the prestige of the king suffered a momentary

decline during the reign of Charles IV, it rose again upon the

accession of his son. Most Americans were also closely tied to the

^Simon Collier, Chilean Independence, 18.
^Helen M. Bailey and Abraham P. Nasatir, Latin America (Engle-

wood Cliffs, N. J., 1960), 177.
^Father Hidalgo led a revolt in Mexico which called for death

to peninsulars. It began in 1810 and lasted until 1811.
^Collier, Chilean Independence, 77.
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Spanish Church, and that institution consciously worked for loyalty

to the empire, its affairs being controlled not so much from Rome as

from Madrid.-* It was not surprising, therefore, that the parts of

America which refused to recognize the Regency in 1810 still declared

their loyalty to the king, Ferdinand VII. ^ They thereby expressed

both their lack of confidence in a defeated peninsular government

and their hatred of the French usurper, Joseph Bonaparte.^ Con-

sequently, it was far from clear in 1810 that America would ever

become independent.

Despite much American doubt about the viability of the Regency

in Cadiz, those representatives of America who finally arrived at

the Cortes seemed to have been admitted into full participation in

the workings of the congress,

a deputy in the Cortes of Cadiz involved committee work since it

One of the most important duties of

was here that laws were studied and framed. Only after this process

did the congress as a whole vote on the issue. The president of

the Cortes held the power to name the members of the committees.

Of the twelve presidents during the first year of the Cortes, only

Yet, the overseas deputies were appointed totwo were American.

the various committees without apparent prejudice. The commission

that was named in December to frame a Habeas Corpus law, for instance,

8included two representatives from the empire among its five members.

5Haring, Spanish Empire, 179.
^Representación de la Diputación Americana a las Cortes de

España (London, 1813), 26.
^Hugh M. Hamill, The Hidalgo Revolt (Gainesville, Florida,

1966), 16.
8Diario, I, 181.
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The following January, a committee was formed to discuss an issue

of vital concern to the merchants of Spain and the New World and,

of the seven members appointed to propose a reform of commercial

laws of the empire, four were prominent American deputies.^ That

same month, a commission to deal exclusively with legislation

affecting their land was established. It had five members, three

of whom were important non-peninsular delegates, Guridi y Alcocer,

Morales Duarez, and Mejia.-*-® The pattern set by these appointments

continued during the year under study. Americans actively participated

in the committee work of the Cortes, and while they were a minority of

many commissions, it should be remembered that they formed a minority

of the Cortes as a whole. It is clear, therefore, that the com-

mittees were not "stacked" against the colonial representation and

that those delegates were given ample opportunity to participate in

the Cortes' activities.

Another issue which reflected relations between the two blocs

in the Cortes was the problem of what to do with the substitute

delegates after the proprietary deputies arrived. The question first

Then, soon after the proposal on equal represen-arose in January.

tation had been voted down, the liberal, Evaristo Perez de Castro, a

son of a distinguished Spanish family, suggested that the substitute

delegates from the Western Hemisphere be allowed to remain in the

congress after the proprietary delegates had arrived, thus increasing

the proportion of representation for the colonies. Up to this

9
Sesiones secretas, 140.

•*-®Sesiones 156.secretas,
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point, the substitute delegates, all Spaniards, had retired from

the Cortes when the regular deputy from their province had arrived.

The debate in January was brief. Agustín Arguelles argued that

equal representation, or any attempt at its approximation, should

be implemented in the future, when the constitution was promulgated.

Jose Valiente, a peninsular bureaucrat formerly employed in the

Council of the Indies, agreed that the issue should be arranged in

the constitution. He further questioned whether Indians should be

represented at all.^ This inquiry effectively changed the subject,

and the original topic was dropped.

The problem reappeared the following month. On the 18th,

José Gutierrez de Terán, a military officer from Mexico, questioned

his fellow deputies as to whether the substitute Mexicans should

leave the Cortes because many proprietary Mexican deputies had

recently arrived. De Teran recommended that all the proprietary

delegates from a province should arrive before any substitute

leave. Vicente Traver of Spain opined that more Mexicans should be

permitted, but that the Cuban substitutes should leave, as all the

regular representatives from that island had arrived. José Guridi y

Alcocer of Mexico then pointed out that Middle America was to be

represented by twenty-nine members, yet only fifteen regulars had

The original speaker, de Teran, returned to the rostrumarrived.

to stress that in the past, debate on the question had been suspended

because of the subject's sensitivity. He felt that it could not

11
Diario, I, 423.
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De Teran then suggested that one Mexican substitutebe ignored now.

leave when a proprietary deputy arrived. This suggestion differed

from his former position that all the substitutes leave after the

regular deputation arrived from a province. The Cortes finally

remanded the issue to committee for further study.^
The committee returned its report in May, suggesting the imme-

diate withdrawal of one Cuban and two Mexican substitutes. It

further advised that the system of one substitute retiring for each

proprietary delegate arriving be applied henceforth both to Spain

and America. The Cortes accepted the basic principle and the recom-

mendation that one Cuban substitute leave. It did not, however,

concur with the committee report on the question of how many

Mexicans should withdraw.^ The report, therefore, was sent back to

and never returned from committee. From these incidents, it seems

clear that the Spanish majority treated the Americans fairly.

Although the two blocs were generally harmonious during the

. Fall of 1810, some distrust probably still lingered. One factor

which may have lessened it was the money which Spain received from

her colonies during the Napoleonic war which clearly indicated that

they supported the loyalist cause after the French invasion. When

they learned of Napoleon's treachery, Americans contributed heavily

to the defense of Spain. The funds came from taxes, forced loans,

For example, on 21 January 1811, theand voluntary subscriptions.

12
Diario, I, 599-600.

13
Diario, II, 1073.
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Treasury informed the Cortes that a voluntary loan of twenty million

pesos had been received from Mexico City, Vera Cruz, and Guadalajara.-^
There were, however, limits to such support as when, on 8 Anril,

the Treasury proposed a forced loan on the value of silver objec

The Spaniard, Felipe Aner, supported the "loan" andin America.

stated that America, as an integral part of the monarchy, should

contribute to Spain in the mother country's hour of need. José Mejia

also supported the proposition. He reasoned that Spain would support

America if she were in trouble and that, therefore, America should

José Guridi y Alcocer, a Mexican priest, disagreed.support Spain.

He contended that more money would be gained by seeking voluntary

The Mexican canon, Jose Uria, stated that his home-contributions.

land was too unstable to be able to meet a demand for new taxes.

Vicente Morales Duarez of Lima added that America had already

contributed her just share to the war effort. On the other hand,

an official of the Mexican Audiencia, Octaviano Obregon, dissented,

stating that American Churches had so much excess wealth that they

could easily contribute more to the defense of the nation. The

Spaniard, Joaquin Villanueva, noted that not all American churches

were rich enough to contribute, and he suggested that Indian

churches be exempted and that other churches themselves determine

what they were going to contribute. The final resolution exempted
1 s

parish churches, but required contribution from all others. J

The majority of Americans in this debate appeared to have been

-^Sesiones secretas, 151.
■*"^For the debate on the forced loan, see Diario, II, 840-849.
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Although some, such as Mejia and Obregon,less than generous.

pledged their full support for the war effort, most others did not.

They pleaded either American poverty or inability to pay due to the

recent revolts. Given the urgency of the situation in Spain, neither

of these arguments seemed convincing. The American deputies may

have doubted a loyalist victory in the war, but, more likely, they

probably feared American opposition to more taxes. At any rate,

the debate clearly illustrated the limits of American support of

Spain during the war against the French usurper.

One possible reason for American hesitation in contributing

On 24 July, the Mexican

priest and teacher, Antonio Joaquin Perez,proposed that a

to the war effort was discussed later.

special fund be established for voluntary contributions from America.

He believed that people would be more willing to contribute if they

knew definitely that their money was going to buy arms, the aim of

the fund. Ramon Lázaro de Dou, a peninsular, suggested that the

fund be established outside the regular Treasury. Agustín Arguelles,

his countryman, questioned whether such a fund would cause a loss of

On the other hand, José Guridi y Alcocer of Mexico favoredconfidence.

Without popular confidence in the government, he stated,the plan.

people would not contribute. He clearly implied that the people did

The proposal was finally sent tonot have faith in the Regency.

■Opérez would turn against the Cortes later and petition
Ferdinand VII to suspend the Constitution of 1812. The king
appointed him Bishop of Puebla, but Perez reversed himself again
and signed the declaration of Mexican independence.
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committee for further study.^
The issues raised in this debate may indicate part of the problem

faced by the peninsular government. Many colonials apparently did

not trust in the Regency. Whether because of corruption or incom-

petence, the overseas deputies seem to have felt that the Spaniards

were unable to govern themselves and, therefore, to use the extra

funds from America to advantage,

dislike of the Regency.-*-®

Many were in fact vehement in their

Such feelings may well have plagued

relations between the two groups in the Cortes.

If the American attitude toward the peninsular government was

unclear, it was fairly evident from the records of the Cortes that

considerable tension existed between the representatives of the

two hemispheres. Soon after their arrival, for instance, the

colonials segregated themselves and formed a separate bloc. During

the first days of the Cortes, a spokesman presented a set of demands

from this distinct group, thereby reinforcing their solidarity and

forcing the Spaniards to recognize their unity. Two distinct blocs

made tensions not only a possibility, but a probability.

Although evidently given an equal share in the work of the

Cortes, the overseas deputies apparently lacked interest in much of

the work of the congress, with the exception of a few issues which

concerned the New World directly. Only a few Americans such as

José Mejia, José Guridi y Alcocer, and Bias Ostalaza regularly

participated in the debates. In addition, indirect evidence indicated

17Diario, II, 150-152.
18
Gaceta de Caracas (Caracas, Venezuela), 5 April 1811.
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that some members may have been absent from many of the debates.

Several members of the Cortes complained about the absence of

substitute deputies,19 and, of course, many of the substitutes were

from the Western Hemisphere. The deputies were never named, but

if a large number of those from the empire missed meetings of the

Cortes, the Spaniards could not have been pleased.

The first unmistakable public sign of differences between the

two groups came when the American demands of 16 December were ignored.

A considerable time had passed since the demands had been intro-

duced, and on 2 January 1811, the colonials tried to begin dis-

Andres Esteban of Guadalajara, Spain, objected,cussion on them.

stating that the topic already under discussion should not be

dropped until dealt with fully. Juan Quintana agreed with his country-

man, and he observed that the president had promised to set aside

time in the future for these questions. At this point, Vicente

Morales Duarez of Lima expressed his disappointment in the Cortes.

He complained that whenever anything concerning America was intro-

duced, the Cortes ignored it and delayed action. This delegate

further objected that colonial affairs had not been discussed since

16 November, but the president called the delegates to order and
o n

stated that the agenda of the Cortes had to be followed. Soon

thereafter, however, the equal representation debate began, probably

due mainly to the foregoing argument and the insistence of the

Americans.

19Piario, I, 64.

20Diario, I, 283.
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The overseas representatives were justified in their criticisms,

as their problems had been ignored. This fact did not, however,

indicate that the Spaniards were opposed to their reforms. There was

a sharp difference of opinion on what the Cortes should discuss.

Some members wished to focus primarily on the war effort, simply

because all would be lost without victory over the French.21 Others

urged the Cortes to start work immediately on the constitution in order

to save Spain from another Godoy. Some even wished the Cortes to set

aside all other business until reforms had been effected for the

colonies.^2

Although the Americans had been patient during the first months

of the Cortes, their goodwill was running thin. It was to disappear

in January, when the all-important equal representation decree failed

to pass despite heavy pressure. Its failure must have been a deep

disappointment. During the first days of February, several of the

other demands of 16 December passed, but many of those were amended.

It is not surprising, therefore, that a deep rift began to

The first acknowl-appear between the colonial and European blocs.

Jose de Uriaedgement of such tensions surfaced on 10 March 1811.

of Mexico had recently arrived, and in his first speech before the

Cortes, he declared that Spain would succumb if the Cortes did not
O O

give all its attention to the problems of America. J The Spaniard

21
Diario, I, 63.

22
Sesiones secretas, 224.

23
Diario, I, 656.
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Andrés Esteban in reaction rose and denounced the speech. He

remarked that "Spain is never going to succumb to Napoleon. This even

-.24 Andres Jauregui then lamented that "we are againwithout America.

t.25 The meeting wascreating divisions among Americans and Europeans,

then adjourned. Uria had misjudged the Spaniards' mood, but his

misjudgment only permitted feeling to surface.

In August, the deputies displayed similar emotions. On the

23rd, the overseas delegates as a body presented a manifesto which

declared that the solution to the revolts in the Americas was not

arms, but better government. This declaration brought an angry

Francisco Gutierrez de la Huerta de-response from the Spaniards.

dared the statement an insult to the Cortes, and Villanueva recorded

in his diary a long dispute regarding who would be the next speaker.

Interestingly, during the debate, Jose Guridi y Alcocer of Mexico

expressed his belief that Mexico should be pacified by any means,

O ~j
including force of arms. ' His opinion seemed to set him off from

the majority of deputies from the New World.

The debate then closed, but the high level of tension in the

Cortes was indicated by the inaugural speech of the new president,

Ramon Giraldo of Spain. He reminded the members of the Cortes

that order and peace were necessary for the successful functioning

24
Diario, I, 657.

25Piario, I, 657.
^Diario t 15 657.

2^Villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes," 275.
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of the Cortes.28 Later that month when the hostility between Ameri-

cans and Spaniards was most intense, the situation in America was

The constitutional debates were to begin soon, and

Andres Jauregui, a lawyer and property owner from Cuba, asked that

again discussed.

the parts of the constitution which dealt with the tranquillity of

the Western Hemisphere be debated first. The proposal was rejected

immediately.29
One of the consistent themes dividing the two blocs was the

fear that the colonies desired independence. Distrust based on this

possibility had been traditional in Spain, and the example of the

British North American colonies in 1776 did not reassure the Spaniards.

The peninsular Joaquin Villanueva in his personal accounts of the

Cortes sessions noted several tense episodes between members which

were omitted from the official secret debates. In April, the Cortes

conducted a discussion on the policy to be followed toward the parts

A committee report suggested that thoseof the empire in revolt.

areas which had removed their appointed officials should not have

their new regimes recognized until they suggested someone to replace

their old rulers to the Regency and the Cortes. The overseas repre-

sentatives opposed this plan to make the colonies approach the

peninsular government first, and in a heated debate over specifics,

Villanueva recounted that Felipe Aner of Spain accused the Americans

At that, the latter became very angry andof wanting independence.

Finally, they were silenced bythe argument grew even more heated.

O Q

Villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes," 276.
29
Sesiones secretas, 396.
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the President, and the majority of the Cortes voted to adopt the plan

despite the opposition.3®
More open distrust due to the independence movement was mani-

fested in May over a letter in an independence-minded newspaper

printed in London (El Español) which had appeared in Cadiz. The

letter advocated American independence from Spain and was signed

by an individual claiming to be a colonial member of the Cortes

who had been president of that body. Many Spaniards concluded that

Antonio Joaquin Perez of Mexico had authored the letter which action

A peninsular, Andrés Esteban, called thehe vigorously denied.

letter libelous and advised the Cortes to ask the British government

Fernandez Leiva, a Peruvian lawyer, statedto authenticate it.

that he believed that Perez did not write the letter, and Agustín

Arguelles also expressed his confidence in Perez. Argiielles added,

though, that Perez should request the original letter from the

British to prove he had not written it. Further expressions of

outrage against the newspaper El Español followed, and the deputies

voted to have the Regency request a British investigation.®-*-
The Perez article was brought up again in August. A report

from London indicated that the signature on the letter did not match

José Zorraquin of Madrid immediately requested, however,that of Perez.

that the Cortes investigate further to ascertain the real author of the

letter.32 The following day, a tribunal of the Cortes was formed to

"^Villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes," 211.
31Piario, II, 1120.
32Piario, II, 1558.
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*3 *3

Probably the Spaniards suspected one ofinvestigate the matter.

Perez’s compatriots. The deputies debated the matter further during

the first weeks of August, and Villanueva in his journal recorded

that many Spaniards suspected that Ramon Feliu of Peru authored the

letter. Later, he too was vindicated.^
Relations between the two blocs appear to have improved somewhat

by the Spring of 1811. However, on 7 July, a captured letter from

Deputy Alvarez de Toledo of Santo Domingo was presented before the

Cortes. Toledo was an adventurer and part-time naval officer. In

the letter, he had written his countrymen that the peninsula was in

the hands of the English and that steps should be taken to preserve

the monarchy intact. He was probably urging temporary independence

from the peninsular government. Although a full debate evidently

ensued, Villanueva only noted that José Mejia of Peru defended Toledo

"vehemently."

Francisco Gonzalez, were finally named to judge Toledo's guilt.

Despite this, two Spanish deputies, Juan Quintana and

Since many Spaniards felt that the Americans were disloyal and

wanted independence, it is not surprising that many peninsulars

agitated against the overseas representation. Sometime during July

an article which the colonials in the Cortes found very offensive

appeared in an un-named newspaper of Cadiz. It declared that they

should be excluded from the Cortes and accused them of being in-

different to a nation, Spain, which they did not know. It further

^^Diario, II, 1561.
-^Villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes," 272.
35villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes, 254.
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declared them to be unpatriotic and ignorant, and called the eccle-

siastical deputies from the New World "idiots." Their countrymen

in the Cortes demanded action from the Board of Censorship. They

declared that the article was clearly libelous, but on 30 July, the

Board replied that it found no fault with it. An astounded Mexican,

Jose Guridi y Alcocer, denounced the decision. He recounted the

libelous charges made in the article. How could the government

ignore the call to remove a large portion of the deputies from the

Cortes, he asked, and he demanded an immediate reconsideration by the

board of censors.

Antonio Olivares of Spain disagreed. Although he observed that

Guridi y Alcocer had spoken well, he felt that the Censorship Board

and the Regency held the power to enforce the laws. The Cortes

José Gordoa, a priest andshould not call for a reconsideration.

proprietary deputy from Mexico, supported Guridi y Alcocer. He

observed that the Board of Censorship, sensitive to anything written

against itself, was permitting an article of many horrendous lies to

pass throughout the world. If the American ecclesiastics were all

"36"very rich, very idiotic, and very tyrannical, as the article main-

tained, how could they be allowed to sit in the Cortes?

The Panamanian lawyer and former member of the Audiencia of

Barcelona, José Ortiz, concurred. This proprietary delegate noted

that the Board's decision should be overruled by the Cortes. Rumor

had it, he declared, that the article had in fact been written with

36
Diario, II, 1539.
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He, therefore, believed that an im-the permission of the Regency!

partial review should be conducted. Bias Ostalaza supported his

fellow countrymen. He remembered that when a newspaper attacked the

Board, the Cortes ordered the government to prosecute the case, and

now his compatriots felt that all government was in effect attacked

since, in the present case, the overseas delegates were a part of

the national representation. America was not indifferent to the

case, Ostalaza declared.

As the debate continued, most Americans who spoke expressed

their indignation at the article and at the decision of the Board,

while many Spaniards declared their confidence in the Board of Cen-

Francisco Lisperguer of Buenos Aires even asked the depu-sorship.

ties to order the judges of the Board to condemn the newspaper.

Finally, a Mexican, Mariano Mendiola, speaking for his colleagues,

proposed that the case be returned to the Board, but that the secre-

taries of the Cortes certify that no one in the Regency had sponsored

, the publication of the article. The Regency was to do the same and

to present its evidence to the Mexican deputy, José Guridi y Alcocer.^
The proposal was passed but not returned from committee during the

period under study.

This case illustrated the growing tension between Americans and

Spaniards. The overseas representatives were clearly outraged at the

article, but they found that they could not depend upon their Spanish

colleagues to do them justice. Many colonials apparently even believed

37
The debate on the newspaper article may be found in Diario,

II, 1536-1541.
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that some Spanish bureaucrats in the Regency had sponsored the

article. A distinct line was drawn between the overseas delegates,

with a few supporters from Spain, and the majority of Spaniards.

The latter group, for whatever reason, would not have the Cortes

infringe upon the Board of Censorship's decision. This reticence

obviously greatly annoyed their abused cousins from the New World.

fear of the word "independence" dominatedWhile the Spaniards

the relations between the two blocs throughout the year under study,

another issue increased the tensions. The first word of it came in

July when Bias Ostalaza of Peru, the former confessor to the king,^^
entered a petition to the effect that any deputy could resign his

office if he felt that his presence in the Cortes accomplished

nothing. Because attendance was mandatory for the deputies and be-

cause the Europeans already suspected the overseas representatives of

desiring independence, this request obviously angered the Europeans.

Their fears, or so they thought, had been proven right. A Spanish

lawyer, Felipe Aner, immediately condemned Ostalaza as a "sub-

versive," and Arguelles warned him that the Cortes had a right to

judge its members. Mejia objected that the Spaniard was attacking the

inviolability of deputies, but the president then gave a short speech
OQ

which calmed the members, and the Cortes voted the proposal down. ^

This "subversive," however, may well have reflected the opinion of

many of his compatriots since many of them would in August ask

O O

Ostalaza had, in fact, been with Ferdinand in France,
was expelled by the French.

39Piario, II, 1446.

He
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permission to leave the Cortes.

In addition to the desire of at least some colonials to leave

the Cortes when they wished, there was evidence that some of the

proprietary delegates from America did not wish to attend the

congress at all. If they suspected this, it could not have pleased

the peninsulars, and it may have given them more cause to suspect

the ultimate loyalty of all Americans,

proprietary deputies, Manuel Moreno and Miguel Arispe,^® reached

In March, two Mexican

Cadiz without the usual documents certifying their election, and

they gave no excuse for the loss of the papers. Some representatives

felt that they should not be seated because their documents were not

Disagreeing with this assertion, José Aznares oftotally in order.

Spain stated that although their papers might not be complete, news¬

paper articles from Mexico showed that the new deputies had been duly

elected. He added that since they had been almost forced to come,

they should be admitted.^1 Another like reference might indicate a

similar situation in Cuba. In July, the government of that island

had informed the Regency that the newly-elected proprietary deputy,

Tomás del Monte, had renounced his post.^ Although no reason was

given, the choice of words was curious and may have indicated the

Cuban's reluctance to come to Cadiz.

The most blatant example of American reluctance to serve in the

40
Arispe would be influential in the Mexican independence

movement in the 1820's.

^Diario, I, 715.

^Diario, n 1463.
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Cortes came at the end of August, a month of intense dispute between

the two opposing groups. The 25th of that month, according to offi-

cial accounts, José Mejia and the Marquis of Puñonrostro both asked

to leave the Cortes.^ Both men represented areas of America in

revolt against the Cortes, and Villanueva recorded that Mejia and

Puñonrostro stated that they could not approve a constitution which

was not in the best interests of their constituents. The Spaniard

noted a general disgust in the Cortes at the action of the deputies,

and consequently, the Cortes rejected their request.^ Mejia and

Puñonrostro, it declared, had been elected according to the law and

they must continue to attend the sessions.

The petition was merely the first of several. During the last

days of the critical month of August, tension between the two blocs

Many of the New World's substitute dele-came to the boiling point.

gates who represented regions in revolt added their names to the

On the 26th, Mejia and Puñonrostro renewed theirpetition to leave.

petition to quit the Cortes before the constitutional debates began.

This time, though, they were joined by Estaban Palacios of Caracas.

All three delegates said that it was impossible for them to go on

representing people in revolt against the Cortes. Once again,

however, they were ordered to attend by the Cortes majority.^
On the 27th, Puñonrostro, Mejia, Lopez Lisperguer, Luis Velasco,

43
Sesiones secretas, 391.

^Villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes, 276-277.
^Sesiones secretas, 391.
46
Sesiones secretas, 392.
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and Manuel Rodrigo, the last three from Buenos Aires, all petitioned

for permission to leave the Cortes with the same result. This time,

however, it was stated that the order to attend pertained to all

deputies from the empire.^
The impact of these requests to leave the Cortes must have been

great. The Europeans seemed to become less conciliatory afterward.

A few days after the last request, for example, the Spaniard, Luis

del Monte, asked that two deputies investigate the possibility of

reinforcing the overseas garrisons in order to preserve the over-

seas provinces in the empire. The proposal was approved without

debate. It was unclear if the colonial representatives even

attempted to speak. During the same session, Francisco de la Huerta

of Spain proposed that the Regency send troops specifically to

the Rio de la Plata area (Buenos Aires), and Villanueva recorded

that the delegates from the area strongly disapproved of the idea.

Nonetheless, the Cortes authorized de la Huerta to discuss the idea

with the Regency.^
The situation continued to be very tense for the next several

During the month of September, two clashes between theweeks.

Americans and peninsulars occurred. On the 8th, the Mexican

Mariano Mendiola presented a paper in which he gave his thoughts on

the causes of the Mexican insurrection. Villanueva recorded that the

47
392.Sesiones secretas,

48
Sesiones secretas, 396.

^Villanueva, "mí Viaje a las Cortes,” 277.
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speech had no effect on the Cortes majority. Later, on the 16th, a

letter from the Consulado of Mexico City was read in the Cortes. It

criticized the Indians and Negroes of Mexico. Villanueva stated

that there was great bitterness among Mexican deputies and that they

..51finally "had to be calmed. The Cortes decided that the port of

Cádiz should be closed so that word of the debate could not reach

CO

America until the Cortes decided on a course of action. The argu-

ment was not reported in the official records. This drastic step

indicated a deep-seated distrust of colonials among their peninsular

In fact, the leader of the liberal Spaniards, Agustíncolleagues.

Arguelles, later wrote in his memoirs that all New World repre-

sentatives, without exception, desired independence from the start

Since another Spanish deputy also accused theof the Cortes.

Americans of wanting independence, this was undoubtedly a common

sentiment.

The schism in the Cortes was tragic for those who desired re-

conciliation between the provinces and the mother country. In

effect, the Cortes had failed to meet the demands from the empire.

Likewise, the overseas delegates failed to be satisfied with the

reforms that their Spanish colleagues did enact as outlined in

Chapter III. The situation probably reflected the problems between

^^Villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes," 279.
■^Villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes," 281.

"^Villanueva, "Mi Viaje a las Cortes," 281.
-^Agustín Arguelles, Las Cortes de Cádiz Examen histórico

de la reforma constitucional, II (Madrid, 1813), 25.
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Spain and America in general. Reunification of the Spanish empire

It left force as the onlyby conciliation and reform was improbable.

apparent avenue of effective action.

The most disturbing aspect of the relationship of the two

contentious groups was that the Cortes majority seemed profoundly

ignorant about the situation in America. This ignorance was once

confessed outright. At other times, it was indicated by the state-

ments made by peninsulars as when Agustín Arguelles stated that

colonials wanted liberty more than equal representation. Arguelles

clearly misunderstood American opinion and underestimated the impact

of the failure of the equal representation decree on it. At

the same time, or perhaps because of their ignorance, the Spanish

deputies did not seem particularly concerned about the situation in

America. The Cortes, for example, could not seem to find the time

to examine imperial problems until January, 1811.

That there were faults on the Spanish side seems undeniable,

but there were also faults in the American attitude toward the

Spaniards. Just as the revolts in the empire affected the Spanish

representatives, they probably also affected those from the New

World. As time went on and large areas of Spanish America continued

to refuse to recognize the Cortes, substitute deputies probably

began to wonder about their role in the congress. As has been seen,

many American substitutes asked to leave the Cortes before the end

of the first year, and apparently, other delegates did not wish to

Also, just as the formation of aserve in the Cortes at all.

separate colonial bloc made the Spaniards suspicious, it also
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separated them from the Americans and emphasized differences.

Nettie L. Benson has argued that the Americans in the Cortes

worked for independence by attempting to weaken the executive.

She has contended that the overseas representatives, for example,

succeeded in obtaining Cortes approval for the removal of all

officials in America who had served more than their legal term.

Their departure disrupted and weakened the war against the insur-

On closer examination, however, the demand for the removalgents.

of officials grew out of several citations of oppressions in

America. The dismissals seemed merely an afterthought agreed to

fairly easily by the peninsulars. Also, the most radical deputy

from the New World, José Mejia, defended a powerful executive

several times. Therefore, in the first year of the Cortes, the

evidence did not appear conclusive that the overseas representatives

were working for independence.

It did seem, however, that the Americans were unreasonable

in their expectation of reform which they wished to enact to benefit

Perhaps they did not understand the Spanish situation.the empire.

For example, they expected the Cortes to pass the decree declaring

America an "integral" part of the nation without debate. Although

such a declaration had already been made by the Central Junta and

the Regency, their expectations seem to have been unreasonable

since debate on the issue would not have delayed the declaration

Also, they were insistent that the reforms they proposedfor long.

54
Nettie L. Benson, Mexico and the Spanish Cortes, 1810-1822

(Austin, Texas, 1966), 58.
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on 16 December be enacted immediately, yet this "package" of reforms

was a far-reaching program which would have radically changed colonial

administration. They expected the Cortes to act immediately to pass

the reforms, apparently upon their "obvious" merits. When one im-

portant reform, equal representation, was finally defeated, they

evidently refused to take part in further debate on their other

demands, even though their proposal was passed in principle and

probably would have been implemented later. They refused to con-

sider the strong arguments made by the peninsulars against immediate

implementation of the decree.

Therefore, although it is possible to blame both Americans and

Spaniards for a lack of understanding of the other group's problems,

it seems that the former were more unreasonable in their expectations.

The peninsulars did not grant all the colonial demands, but they did

Unfortunately for the unity of the empire, Americansapprove many.

in the years of the Cortes of Cádiz were in a position to turn their

Viewing the situation in Spain and the. discontent into rebellion.

colonies in 1810, perhaps this was an inevitable conclusion to the

events of that year.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

The most important fact of the first year of the Cortes of

Cadiz was that reconciliation with Spanish America did not succeed.

Although the first months of the congress indicated that cooperation

between the two areas was possible and although many reforms for

America were enacted, the overall legacy of the Cortes was one of

failure. It was due to two sets of circumstances which made re-

conciliation difficult, if not impossible.

First, the main concern of the peninsular deputies was not

the worsening situation within the empire, but only Spain's internal

problems. They concentrated on winning the peninsular war, not on

The colonial "war" was a real warwinning the one in the colonies.

in some places, but a public relations one in others. The liberal

majority at Cádiz failed to address themselves to either. They

were well-intentioned men, but their ignorance of the situation

in the empire is a fault which cannot be overlooked. Finally, their

distrust of the Americans, although understandable considering its

historic roots, added to the problems of reconciliation.

The other part of the failure of the Cortes lay with the

Apparently, they came to the Cortes with good inten-colonials.

tions, but they could not accept the temporary second-class

citizenship which the defeat of the equal representation decree

entailed, and this contributed heavily to the estrangement between

peninsulars and Americans. Intransigence by the latter was clear,
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yet it probably reflected the attitude held by most people of the

empire. Overseas newspapers clearly indicated the importance most

colonials placed on the representation issue, and the overseas

deputies were also clearly influenced by the continuing revolts

in their homeland. Their requests to leave the Cortes in August

spelled a death-knell for reconciliation. The Cortes demonstrated

that the territories of the New World would not remain in the empire

unless forced to do so and that action was beyond the means of Spain

in the nineteenth century.
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